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In this thesis, for simplification, the fo1Ioiing 
convention of Schack and others will be used: 
"gas' refers to the hot supply fluid, 
and air" to the cold supply fluid. 
iii 
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SYNOPSIS. 
This thesis is concerned with the problem of unsteady 
state heat transfc'r to and from gases. 	The advent of 
the practical gas turbin has revived interest in the 
regenerative heat exchanger in which the temperatures 
at any one cross-section are varying with time. 
.ApeZ'iment8 have been carried out with a circular 
cross-section passage. Heat transfer takes place within 
a single vertical tube, around which is an annular guard 
apace. 	It is believed that this is the first reported 
work on unsteady state heat transfer to and from gases 
In laminar flow in a clrc'lar tube. 	Because of the 
magnitude of heat losses al lower values, the investigation 
is confined to Reynolds numbers between 1,000 and ?,500. 
Within this range it is shown that at mod-rate 
temperature differences, the processes of heatinr, and 
cooling of gases reveal similar beat transfer properties. 
When the tube wall texnp'rature Is 'Ither constant or has 
a uniform temperature gridient, it is shown that the 
Nusselt number Is in agreement with that pre icted for 
steady state heat transfer for the sane wall temperature 
distribution. 
The investigation deals with single cycle operation, 
referred to as "single blow", in which the supply Is 
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either hot or cold., and with cyclic operation as a 
parallel flow regenerator. 	iieat transfer coefficients 
obtaineu from the cyclic opration tests ngre with 
those from the "single-blow' tests. 
An analytical expression for the preiotion of out-
let terripratures, assuintng a varying supply inlet 
temperature and non-uniform initial wall temperature, 
is developed, and this is used in the calculation of the 
"single-blow" results. 
- 3 - 
CIUAPT7F I 
INT R ODUCTION 
'Ii.E 	11.JA.L I -OtiitO OF TiE STJDY OF JNST ADY STA'J 
BrAT ASFkR. 
In the regenerative heat exchanger we have a practical 
application of unsteady state heat transfer. 	Here a 
certain amoint of heat is availal is in a tube wall or 
matrix, and this best is transferred to air, which 
enters the tube with a temperature which is constant, or 
nearly so, with respect to time. 	Therefore,, as the air, 
initially cold, passes through the tube, the eir will be 
heated and the cube will be cooled. 	The temperature 
01 both substances at any one point will vary contin 
uously with time. 
For the steady state ease the heat transfer coeffi-
cients have been caloulatd theoretically previously. 
The comparison of these values, and those obtained 
experimentally for the unsteady state ease, is one of the 
objects of this research. 
In the regenerator there are two distinct operations, 
one in which the tube is heated by a supply of hot gas 
w.ich is itself cooled, and the succeeding period in 
which the tube is cooled, due to the passape of cold air, 
which is heateu. 	These two distinct rhases may not 
at first sight be expected to possess similar heat 
-4- 
rcr ;rop rti - s. 	It is not possible to produce 
unique theoretical vzj ues of heat transfer coefficients 
for ti JAsteady state case. 
Some exp rimenta]. values have been obtained by COX, 
JOHNSON and others for square, triangular and other non-
circular cross-section passages, but as the circular cross-
section is thc elumeritary passage in heat transfer 
convection work, it Was considered advisable to 
investigate this case. 
The previous related investigations are summarised 
and discussed at the end of this thesis. 
Order of Pr:. atation. 
In the transfer of heat by convection, investigations 
have been generally confined to the steady state case. 
In view of the overwhelming concentration on this aspect 
of the subject, those factors influencing heat transfer 
to gases in unsteady state laminar flow are stated in 
the first pages of t.is thesis. 
As arcnient 12 fond btween experimental results 
and p:edictions for steady state heat transfer under 
conditions of similar wall temperature distribution, the 
relevant theories for steady state operation are 
sumarised. 
The form of ajparatae, which results from the choice 
of a single circular tube as the heat transfer section, 
-5- 
IE ;i:scrlced 	tl. strt'. 
The effect of h'at transfer at any cr038-3ection 
Is to alter the trp 'rat.: of the gas flowing through 
it, and also the teiipernture of the tube wall in contact 
with it. 	This process is analyse -1 for the case where 
the supply inlet temprature varies with time and the 
tube initial t'rperature is not uniform. 
Experiments were carried out with single blw 
operation, either hot or cold supply, and with cyclic 
oeration of the apparatus as a parallel-flow rgenrator. 
In both cases the pressure drop over the vertical test 
section is taken as the guide to the desired flow 
condition, i. • L Lnir ilcw. 	Ti in shown to exist 
within the in 	t., ;n !o: R e  
From the theoretical ana3.ysi', vueS of the gas 
outlet temp .rature can be determined for the particular 
supply inlet and initial tube temperature 1•oundary 
conditions. 	A comparison btween an experimental 
curve corrected for heat losses, and curves obtained 
from the oaloatr- V&luS is made ., and the heat transfer 
coeffici't h :3etermined. 
In ocic operation, the method of ohtaininp the 
experimental value of reenerator efficiency is discussed. 
This value is comparea ith one from a formula given by 
1AU4, and in t is way the heat transfer coefficients 
are obtained. 
- 
I% utcej t:te heat ransfer, the amount of 
theoretical work on the prediction of outlet temperatures 
for various bouxidary cn1itions is very much greater than 
the amount of experl ental work. 	Those investigations 
which are relatec to the contents of this thesis are 
considered before making any conclusions. 
Experimental r'sults. 
The only available standard of comparison for these 
results with a oiroA].ar cross-section, are the theoretical 
values for steady state heat transfer. 	It is not possible 
to derive a tnortical expression for unsteady state heat 
transfer, othr than in a non-dimensional form, bcase 
of the complex boundary conditions. 
When the wall temperature is uniform throughout, it 
is shown that the values of beat transfer coefficient 
obtained from experiment are of the order predicted by 
the theories of steady state transfer, and that they are 
similar for either bating or cooling of the tube. The 
lower va1s derived from some of the cooling bests are 
traced to a reversal of the temp rature profile within 
the passage length. 
When the tube wall temperature gradient is airox-
iiately uniform, and providing that the processes of 
beating and cooling of the wall do not take place at the 
same time, the experimental heat transfer coefficients 
- 7 - 
&re fomd to ecd those 	U.ted for steady state, 
havin6 a similar wall temperature distribution. 	It 
ia submitted that this difference is die to the increased 
heat trnrtsfer co'tfiient which occurs in the entry length* 
-8- 
CiA-'iR II 
FRINCIPLS OFF , 	SF' LiVANT TO 
I .J.- 	k.j.Jj. 	 Id') •Jd.L..'d.s 
The trtnciplee of heat transfør relevant to gases 
in unsteady state conditions are considered in two 
sections. 
The terminology of heat transff'r by convection is 
based on the assumption that this in taking place under 
steady state conditions. 	The fact that the majority 
of heat systems seldom operate under continuously steady 
operation is generally neglected becsuse the deviation 
is negligible for practical purroses. 
Threfore in the first section, the factors influencing 
heat transfer in the unsteady state case have been 
considered briefly. 	Because of the moderate temperature 
differences o.' this investigation, two assumptions have 
been made for the unsteady state case, 
the entry length, L e  = 005 d.R e Py. 
the velocity profile b:ond thp entry length 
is parabolic. 
The veluee of Nusselt number determined In the 
unsteady state experiments are to be compared with those 
theoretically predicted for the steady state case. 	A 
sum .nary of th-se t'or1es Is riven in thY' s'cond section. 
Distinction is -lade between the va1a of Nu based 
- 9-. 
on lo'1 -iean tp rvtur 	iffrrnce Fnc arith'rif-,tic mean 
temperature difference. 
In thc steady stt' case s the local m an temperature 
difference is of importance when the tube wall temperature 
gradient is niform, th' arithmetic mean temperature 
difference is important when the tube wall temprature 
is constant. 
In these theories, the physical properties are assumed 
cons ant across the cross-section. 	It Is known that 
some physical propertIes vary with temperature, and 
therefore for large temperature differences, the assump-
tions of Graetz, etc., are not quite correct. 
1. FACTORS INF NCING HAT ThANSF9 TO AND FROM GAS 
IN UNST EA DY SPATE. 
Introduction 
When a fluid flows through a straight tube at a 
sufficiently small velociLy, the prticls of fluid move 
In an axial direction only. This Is referred to as 
laminar flow. 
thii velcIty is increased above a certain 
value, this axial t].'w is combined with a flow of the 
particles normal to the axial direction, in which case 
mixing of the fluid layer occurs. 	This state is 
referred to as turbulent fiw. 
Between these two distinct states there is a 
- 10 - 
transition region wierein the - henomene eannot bR so 
strictly Jefined. 
In tue larnnar flow rion, to which this investigation 
is restricted, heat transfer within the fluid is d e mainly 
to conduction. 
It is also necessary to distinguish between free 
and forced convection; in the former case, fluid flow 
arises from the variation in density  caused by the heat 
transfer, whereas in the latter case fluid flow results 
from a pressure difference applied across the tube ends. 
The simplest casts of laminar flw are the iotherml 
or steady state ones, in which the temperature at any 
one point in the tube wall or gas remains constant with 
respect to time. e,. Gas supplied at cons ant temperature 
to a tube whose lIs are iiaintaind ot ti-heir Initial 
temperature d.tstrib - tion by the supply of }eat from an 
external source. 
In t1 non-isothermal or unsteady state case, the 
temperatures at any one point vary with time because of 
the transfer of heat, e.g. Gas supplie: at constant 
temperature to a tube at a different temperature and 
isolated from any beat source or sink. 
Meat Transfer CocLj.icient. 
The heat transfer cc ­ _ f..ciezrit h cn ce aiine by 
ti!e r , letion, 	 (2.1) 
-1 - 
is t 	:unt G2 '-it 	'f 'r d n unit ti 
at the lid-fluid interface of area A , ' ere the 
representative temperature difference i 
It must be remembered that the coefioient will 
have a different value depending on the particular 
basis of temperature difference used. (NORRIS & STREID). 
In the analysis Included here two coefficients 
are considere.i. 
The local coefficient lit  is based on the l'cal 
temperature difference eistlu at any one position. 	At 
th same ti:e, ho-sever, it has ien rczsary for the 
puro5es of aneJ: 	i o 	 i 
with respect to pci.  
obtained from the experient does vary with tie. 
An arithmetical mean temperature difference has also 
been adopted (See Appendix VI) similar to that used in 
std; 
 
state anrlysis. 	Bas-d on tsis, the vaLue of 
th cc,icients h q hrvc been calcJ.ated for all the 
results obtaincu. 
From these hent tran3fe cof ei'nts the correspond-
In- Nlt rnb"rs, Nw 1 	i1ci Nu, nre obtir'i r'iere, 
N=i 
k 
Velocity rof tie. 
In isothermal larinar £1 w In a circular pipe at 
a cross-section a great distance from the entrance, the 
12 - 
ve1oc1t 	x'ofi1e is paraho ico 	then ht 'anifer 
takes lce the velocity profile Is distorted because 
the viscosity is no longer constant across the cross- 
seotion. It can be shown by approxiation however, that 
in the case of a temperature difference between wall and 
tube centre line of 100°F, the velocity rroflle determined, 
taking the changes of viscosity into account, departs 
very little from the parabola of the Isothermal case. 
Vhere the fluid flow is unsteady other modifications 
way be expected, but in the case of constant mass flow 
of gas through a uniform passage, these will depend on 
the rate of axial temperature change. 
In view of the above caloution and the small 
rates of axial temp rature change, it is assumed that In 
the followin.L., investigation, in the fully develipe flow 
region, the velocity profIlt is :arabolic, both in steady 
state and unsteady oases. 
Trature Profile. 
In iaothrmal laminar flow, the tenmorature is, 
of ooure, uniform at all points in any cross-section. 
In non-isothernal steady state it has been found previously 
by cab tiation and experiment that the temperature profile 
resembles tiie velocity profile but Is not coincident with 
it. 
In the unsteady state case under examination, It will 
- 13 - 
be seen that at exit the temprature profile differs 
little from the steady state case except under certain 
conditions. 
thtry Length. 
In steady state heat transfer to a tube, it is 
known that entry and for a distance downstream, the 
veloity profile is not f11y developed to its parabolic 
form, and that the looal heat transfer coefficients 
within this region are higher than those obtaining 
further ãownatream, in the region of fully-developed laminar 
flow. 	This will also apply in unsteady tatc cases, 
but wAireas it is comparatively easy to avoid considering 
the entry length in steady state exprimerits, it is very 
much more difficult to do tia in the unsteady state cases. 
In tii.ts particular investigation, the entry length is as 
important a part of the heat transfer surface as that 
in the tlly-developeu region and Must be included. 
It is appreoiatd that consideration of the actual 
conditions in the entry length must be attempted at some 
time in a programme of work of tnia kind. 
In steady state, fully-developed fl'w is considered 
to exist only at a ditOO 
Le 	O.05d.RePv 
beyond the Llitr t. t i -. s 	, 	 d 	t 	tube 
diameter. 
- 14 - 
It is oonsidred that in tLis first instance, this 
re1ationhip can be appliec to the unsteady state and 
therefore in this investigation, the entry length varies 
between aprroximately 25% and 60% of the total tube 
length. 
The Effect of Temperature on Physical ?rorties. 
Certain physical properties of fluids ihich influence 
the heat transfer process, are dependent on temperature. 
If, therefore, the reference temperatura is changing, 
tese properties must also change, anu th•3 heat transfer 
process aocordingi, • 	At high te 	r'cture d.ffcrnoes, 
this beoomes particularly important. 	Ti properties 
concerned are derisitj, viscosity and thermal conductivity. 
Density. 	In the particular exprirncntal arrangement 
adopte., 1,P. a vertical tube, it was to he expected 
that the c1angs of density resalting from the heat 
transfer might possibly encourage frec convection, 
particularly at low Reynolds numbers. It was therefore 
considered advisable to work in t}' ir( re-ion 
of ia 	r f ow, in(i in 	at R e > 1000 
(Th' 'feet of h at losses in tn 	rartus 
also increases with decrease in flow rate). 
Viscosity* 	men a gas is heated, its viscosity increases. 
If there is a conzid.'rable temperature variation in 
the gas, there is a correapozdirig variation in 
- 
viscosity, which should be taken into account. This 
of victsity auroas the Li w cross-section 
distorts the velocity profile and modifies the heat 
trasZer coeCfici.rLt.. 	In the case 01 steady state 
beat trAnsfer to fluids such ne air and water, the 
alteration CL h .iith viscosiv rts b en shown to 
'6? be proportionel o the ratio 	 • 	In this 
p riienti vork the teiiprature distribution did 
nob vary widely 4ad tni8 eriect could not be gauged. 
At hi&h te'ratre dillerenoes, however, this 
may account for any difference between heating and 
cooling runs. 
Thermal Conductivito 	flue property also varies with 
temp eraturr and has an influence on the heat transfer 
process. 	It has however been considered constant 
during any one test in this investigation. 
2. TxRI ' 	- 	1i() 	FLUID IN L. tiR 
7LuPi IM P. CIhO .LR Tur} UND1 ST:\DY 3TATS CONDITIONS. 
The heat transferred witzin a circular tube to a 
fluid in laminar flow under steady, state conditions, 
depends on the tube gall temperature distribution. 
uniform 'all Temperature 
Th rooiem has been solvec by Graetz and Nusslt 
for the case of the wall at unifora tempertire and the 
fluid entering at some different temperature, assuming 
the Poiseullie velocity distribution (GOLDSTEIN). The 
- 
- 11 	 '.: 	f th 	7lid ;7 t -   
teaiperatre is neglectea. 
-r= 0 • 	i1 the gas 
across the 
cross section), then O 1 hr n'xed mean t perature at 
o. 	'' r': by 
_g9-27X - 
0819e 	i-0-0976e 	'#- 0-0l896' 	1- -. 	 (. 3) 
Lz 
where )<   
Re - p 
From this can be determined the et tr - n3fer te the dl 
in unit time for a given length. 
The Nsselt number, based on a mean temperature 
difference, 	oh is taken to be the arithmetic mean of 
the tep•rature differences between the fluid and the 
well et entryrtnd edt, is 




Nu - I 	 0 	 'tiC 	 yt 
d
Tr 
o-1 	 1 	nibcr,  
The lcal Nuss'lt ri.h --' 	- rivd i'rca t}e -nc' Theory 
is found to vory; at X= 0 , Ne1 = 00 , 	 ¶ 	)( - ° 
it approaohe8 the limit, Nu 1 =3-S.  
In steady state for those bod'r 	LiljtOfl3 Nu,, 
Is cie .iost suitable value., althovZ , i Nv j 	s to 
define the limit of entry length. 
For values of G <10 , to which t' rresent 
invstiti.r 
 
iq r ;ri 	 ciier Nu, ,, roy. 	ady 
state to b :iven by te Jratz 	iation (2.4), i.L&'i has 
an asymptote, 
Nu01 	. G  
Tr 
	
¶-rTF'rPt;rO 	4 ()t. 
let ei1s the 	11 te:YT*rature. 
Free Convection and Laminar Flow. 
The effect of free convection on a fluid fl wing 
in 1airr flow through a vertical tube was considered 
by MARTINJJLI at al. The tube had unifor' '1i 
te'ç. rature. 	They prcicted values cf Nu0 , 
:r:.i ':, ''Lt 	t 	1:-  
X' 	t 	(Gr P1. c 
The :T  
Gv5 = 3d3 (re) = 	ra!-iof n',rihcr, fr ' mrct rep 
T5 tr 2 
(;—O 
properties are evaluated at th all tcneraturc T , 
is the value in abeol.tte units. 
Uniform Te:p ture Gradient along Thu. 
In the case of a circular tube having walls main-
tained at a uniform tetperature r11ent, and where the 
flid has the Poiseui].ie velocity distrilution, it is  
- 18 - 
isbown by GO I).rEIN, thst,, 1Lsed on t' t1iid m 
moan t"p ritur, t)' vi1ue or the 1 cal Nusselt number 
Nu 	48 f)t7) 
II 
it c& Lc sn 	i- ctior, that under th'se condition 





When this problem of unsteady state heat transfer was 
first considered, it was dooid.'d that in the ease of the 
study of flow through a regular pesage, the basic cross-
section should be a otreular one, ?urther conaldois tion 
auested that It the, beat tansfer process differed in 
h!sting and cooling runs, it would be rossibie to 
investigate the differnoo if a large diameter passage 
was used, 	'ther factors, e.g g ratio length , ratio 
D1 I—Iftrp-r 
th1ryv* 08.iE.OitY O 	*U. , thermal oondiettvtty thral oapaoit1 o r a 
O.. ; tal, itnO 	,floiui mArnLor, eli ir 	 I 
Ci t'::t 	CtiC1 viz, , 	: cZ'C r. : 	7 	.ç 
long. 
	
' 	t''': 	' i;C 	'1 
this ': Sgt section so that between these two lies an annular 
cross section with the 3900 hydraulic diameter of one 
half inch, as the inner test sections 	The same sir nly 
fluid passes through this annulus as through the to'øt 
section and the ratios tnrua1 onpscty of tube' al1 
t1)r,1jl cap;o&ty of gas 
are the asse for each fl w passage, 	The sesuaption 
is wads that there is no radial heat flow at the mean 
diameter of the Inner tub. wall, 
After tb 	decisions had b.n made, the v.eneral 
- 20 - 
principle adopted in devising the apparatus was,that 
it should be possible to measure the effect, on a single 
oirculr vertical tube, of both "single-blow" and cyclic 
operation. 	A oompariscn between the results from 
these two methods would test the belief (HEAT TRANSFER 
C0NFENCE, 1951) that heat transfer coefficients, 
obtained in one case, could not be applied to the other. 
Ext. erimental sip1iftcat ion recommended the parallel 
flow arrangement which as finally adorted, although, 
generally, renerators c.perate in contra-flow. 	The 
main difference, the resilting wall temprature 
disL.rib tion, is referred to later. 	At the same time, 
it is noted that UAUSEN shows that under controlled 
conditions, theoretical regenerator efficiencies of 
70 and 80% can be obtained in parallel flow op'rtion, 
whereas the parallel flow recuperativ heat exchanger 
is restricted to a maximum efficiency or thermal ratio 
of 50%. 
The general arrngernent of the apparrtus is thown 
in Fig. 2. 
The Heat Transfer Section. 
Air flowing along the inner and outer walls of a 
circular tuba, will either receive heat from the Wall 
or supply heat to it. 	There is, of course, a difference 
- 21 - 
In the prooes f trinaf erring heat to the inner wall 
of an annular cross-section and to the inner surface of a 
circular cross-section. Nevertheless if the air 
temperature is the same inside and outside the tube, 
we approach the condition of no heat flow at the tube mean 
diameter, and approximate to a true storage of heat. 
It is therefore assumed that the heat transferred 
to the wall of the inner circular passage heats up a tick-
ness of tube a ual to half the thickness of the actual tub ,-. 
See. Fig. 3. 
The inner tube i3 sitsiended from a flange at the top 
and is free to expand downwards. 	It is maintained 
concentric with the outer tube by Steatite pins which 
are screwed in bosses on the outer tube. 
The outer tube is fixed at the top while its lower 
end is trei to slide in an expansion gland. 	The outer 
tube was aligned vertically, whilst the central positioning 
of the inner tube was carrid out by measurement. 	For 
initial adjustment, complete fredom of relative movement 
is possible at th sisiension flanges of both tibes. 
The material selected for the solid drawn tubes was 
Tough Pitch High Condictivity Copper, which had an excellent 
finish In the "as drawn" condition. The nbysical properties 
of this material are: 
density 	 0.323 lba/cu.in. 
Specific thermal capacity 0.095 B.7h.U./1 11 0F. 
_ 22 - 
thermal conductivity 5.95 x 10-3 13.Th.U/in.SeC. 0F. 
The conditions which the apparatus must satisfy approximately 
are (a) infinitely high thermal conductivity normal to 
the direction of gas flcw, 
(b) negligible thermal conductivity parallel to the 
direction of gas flw. 
Copper was considered as the most &itable, practical material. 
Air Supply and Selection Arrangement (See Fig. 4). 
Separate supites of hot air ("gas") and cold air 
("air") were required and two centrifugal blowers, a "gas 
blwer" and an "air blower" were fitted. 	A variable 
resistance in series with each motor was used to regulate 
the air mass delivered by each. Air from the gas blower 
pasae.t over two separate electric resistances, the current 
to which passed through variable resistances. 
Each supply line had a separate orifice meter which 
had been calibrated against the Jioharge from a standard 
gas holder. Even with the normal variations In supply 
current, it was found that the mass flow and temperature 
of the hot air could be maintained sensibly constant. 
Before reaching the valve box, the fluid passed through 
guides to straighten the flow and stabilise the temperature 
across the cross-section. 
Since either hot or cold su ply was re 'uired at any 
instant, a selector valve box as siiown was made. 	Several 
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advantages of the finished torn are given. 
).. Minimum deviation of the gas flow direction. 
Sudden cut-off of the un -Nanted gas or air supply 
and its discharge to atniosphre. 
The momentum of the fluid at changeover helps to 
obtain this cut-off* 
:inimum heat capacity of the valve box. 
This point 4 arises from the fact that some faces 
of the valve box are in contact with the supply, which is 
passing to the test section, and therefore if such a surface 
has a temperature differing at any instant from that of the 
suprly, there will le a variation In supply temperature 
et the entrance to the test section. 
The effectiveness of the valve box, with regard to 
point 1, is shown in the pressure drop results, and to 
point 4,in the record of inlet temperature readings during 
any of the cyclic tests. 
The problem of sealing between high and low pressure 
suppl 	reams which arises in practical regenerative heat 
exchangers does not arise here, because both supplies are 
practically at the same pressure, and that is only a few 
inches of water above atmospheric. 	Any slight leakage 
at the valves in this exp -rimental arrangement has no 
influenoe, other than when the size of the exit orifice 
is changed. 
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Fig. 5 is a photograph of the valve box in the assembled 
apparatus. 
Pressure Control. 
One practical difficulty which required attention 
in the design stage, was the control of pressures in the various 
parts of the apiaratua. 
e.g. When :ad is being supplied to the tist section, 
the flw resistance i. duo to the length of test section, 
the exit pipe and exit orifice. 	If now the sur ply is 
changed, and the 'gas' discharged directly to the atmosphere 
at the selector valve, the flow resistance will dorease, 
the ¶ga' mass flow -'ill increase, and its temperature at 
exit from the heater will fall. 	A return to hot supply 
at the test section will reverse this procedure and consequently 
there will be a fluctuation in supply temperature. 
To overcome this, weighted flap valves were fitted 
at the exhaust branches of the selector valve box, and these 
sup1ied the necessary resistance to flow during exhausting. 
Co.parison of the flow conditions existing in the 
inier tube and the annulus show that it is necessary to 
supply an additional resistance at outlet from the annulus 
which will correspond to the flow resistance of the exit 
pipe and orifice. 	Initially this was supplied by a spring- 
controlled throttle device, but when an alteration was made 
in the method of measuring the outlet temperature from the 
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inner tube, this device was replaced by that shown in 
Fig. 3, 	Any adjstment to the resistance was made 
by plugging up or unstoping some of the thirty or more 
outlet holes. 
Temperature Measurement. 
At all times, unsteady state heat transfer is taking 
place and thus temperatures are varying continuously 
with time and position. 	Indications of these temperatures 
could only be given by thermocouples, which were made of 
iron-oonstentori glass fibre insulated wire. Where the 
gas temperatures were steady or where the temperatures 
were ttlobe of the tube material itself, 24 B. & S. gauge 
wire was used. 	For the gas temperatures which varied 
rapidly, i.e, test section inlet and outlet, 30 B. & S. 
gauge wire was used. In all cases the junction was made 
by w3lding with borax flux. 
The thermocouples for IneaaLring temperatures at the 
mean diameter of the inner tube all were held in firm 
conaot with the metal at this point. There were two 
of these couples at a distance of one foot from either 
end of the test section. 
The couple, indicating the temperature at inlet to 
the inner tube, had its junction in the plane of the cross-
section at entry, the wires themselves leading upstream 
on the centre line for a distance of two inches, tefore 
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leading out through the side wall. It was assumed that, 
due to entry conditions, the temperature across this 
cross-section would be uniform. 
At exit from the test section however, the rofile 
would no longer be linear and the banjo arrangement suggested 
by H. Cohen was used. 	Three thermocouples with their 
junctions at different distances from the centre line were 
arranged in a distance piece of "Tu.tnol" as shown in Fig. 3. 
Assuming a parabolic velocity profile at exit, the mixed 
mean temperature could be determined fom the values 
Indicated by these couples. 
Ph aba]. mixing of th' cases at outlet was not 
considered possible because of the effect of the heat 
capacity of the mixing chamber alls. 	Traversing of a 
single couple across the flow at outlet was precluded by 
the vrIation in temperature with time. 
All these varying temperatures were recorded by a 
12-point Eleotronik potentiometer recorder which, with a 
range uf 0-3000F, carrioaout a complete sequence of twelve - 
readin 	;itn.tn a period of one third of a minute. In 
fact only eleven couples were attached to the instrument 
and the temperature of the supply at inlet to the test 
section was recorded at twice the freq*eicy of the others. 
Exit Flow Measurement. 
The air or gas from the test section is finall: passed 
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through a flat plate orific situated some distance down-
stream of the outlet. 	The pressure drop across this 
orifice was registered on an inclined tube manometer. 
The actualorifice plates used were standardised by 
discharging air, from a standard five cubic foot gas holder, 
through the orifices, when fitted in the actual e:-At 
piping. 
During the experlients the flow through the teat section 
was found to fluctuate no more than a total of 3, and there 
was no markea variation In gas temperature at the exit 
orifice. 
Pressure Drop Measurement. 
The pressure drop over the test secticn was measured 
by a Oaeel].a miooineter reading manometer* 	pings 
were made upstream of the entrance a distance of two inches, 
I.e, in the body of the control valve, and downstream 
of the exit a distance of one inch. 
The zero setting of the instrument 18 made with no 
flow through the test section, the air temperature and 
pressure within the section being noted. Pressure drop 
measurements can then be made throughout tllp teat. 
As the tapping points are approximately six feet 
vertically above each other, it will be seen that, if 
the density of the air within the tube alters, the zero 
reading is affected. Therefore when pressure drop readings 
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have been tten in non-isothermal conditions, these 
readings are corrected for this variation in density. 
Insulation. 
Any insulation applied to the outside of the outer 
tube represents an additional heat capacity and for this 
reason the type of insulation used must have minimum thermal 
capacity and conductivity. 
In the final arranoxant adopted the outrr surface 
of the outer tube was poliehe and then wrapped with one 
layer of half-inch thick low-density Fibreglass insulation. 
Surface Conditions. 
Care was taken to avoict damage to the sr ace of 
the solid drawn copper tube test section. Continuous 
passae of heated air across this surface results in 
the formation of a very thin oxide film which is easily 
removed, but to ensure that the effect of this is the 
same in all experiments quoted here, none of these were 
made until t is film was established. 
The entry end of the inner tube is radiused in 
ordir to reduce turbulence at this position. 
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CHAiTER IV 
TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF FLUID AT OUTLET FROM 
TT SICTION. 
The purpose behind the extertents dtilei in this 
investigation is the determination of heat transfer coefficients. 
It will be shown in Chapter V how this is done' 	cc:!raring 
experimental and cal ].ated values of the gas outlet 
temperatures from the teat section, In this chapter the 
method in which these different sets of values are obtained 
is oons1dere. 
The expeririontal temperatre rccorc1s rrovide readings 
of outlet temperatures at three points at different radii 
across the cross-section, 	A calculation, in r"tch the 
velocity profile is assumed parabolic, using a temperature 
profile derived from the above three temperature values, 
determines the radial position for reading the mixed 
mean temperature of the gas at outlet i.e. at 	= 0.56. 
There is a heat loss in the experiments and after 
considering the reasons for this, a method of correcting 
the temperature values for this effect is indicate 
In the theoretical prediction of the gas outlet 
temperature, the major assumption is that the thermal 
conductivity of the tube material is negligible in a 
direction parallel to that of the gas flow and infinite 
in a direction at right angles to that of the gas. To 
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the resulting equations for heat transfer between the gas 
end the wall, are applied thc following boundary conditions, 
(1) sul;; ml t te:ipratre varies wit t1 e, i.e. 
0= 0 0 (z) 	1, t 	x= 0 
(Ii) inlr 	t 	teipritur - 	ic 	'm 	. '. ,  
T=T 0 () 	Pt 	z=O. 
From the resulting equations, an analytical 
expression for gas temperature at any point in the passage 
length is obtained, and therefore an expression for the gas 
outlet temperature. 	An expression for the wall temperature 
at any point Is determined by symmetry of the equations. 
1. SIiGLE BLOW EXP2IiTS 
Description of a Single Blow Test. 
When the rnicromanometer is zeroed, the blor2 are 
started and adjusted to give a steady supply. 	The 
necessary adjustment is made at the weighted flap valves 
to ensure atedy flow at changeover to the other isupply, 
A preliminary isothermal pressure drop check is then 
carried out with the appropriate supply. 
At this stage, in the case of a heating run or "gas 
blow" the gas supply will be exhausting to atmosphere at 
the valve box. 	The heater is now switched on. When 
the gas temperature is steady at its desired value, as 
indicated by the recorder, e final check is made of all 
the orifice readings, I.es pressure difference and pressure, 
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before changeover to the hot supply. 
Time is measured from the valve changeover and 
at intervals of one minute from then, orifice flow readings 
are noted. 
It has been fund that from the point of view of heat 
losses the maximum useful duration for such a test is about 
ten minutes. 	During that tints, two or three pressure 
drop readings are generally made. 
In the case of a cooling rin, or "air blow", the 
test section i8 first heated to steady temperature 
conditions. 	The period of the ale blow begins at the 
moment of cLangeover to the cold supply, the gas being 
exhausted to atmosphere. 
Temprature Records. 
An actual temperature record for a gas blow is 
shown on Fig. 6, whilst Figs. 7 and 8 are copies of air 
blow records. 
Supply Inlet Temperature. 	In each of these afferent 
cases it is seen that the supply inlet tempratuPe 
is not constant throughout the blow period, although 
it does approx.trate to a constant value with the 
increase of tie. 	It is mainly because of this, 
that the general form of supply inlet temperature 
of eqn. (4.5) is adopted in the theoretical analysis. 
Tube Initial Temperature DiEtribution. 	If it is  
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remembered that the tube teriperature is meas'ired 
at two positions only, but that it Is assumed 
that the tube temperature dietribtIon is linear at 
all 	It will be seen from the above records 
that the tube Initial temperature varies in different 
tests. 	In the JLOt supply tests an In Fig, 6, the 
temperature can be assumed uiiform along the tube, 
but this is certainly not the case in the air blow 
tests. This variation explains the adoption of the 
general boundary condition, eqn. (4,6) for the tube 
Initial temperature. 	- 
Gas Outlet Temperature. 	At outlet from the test section, 
the gas temperature 	i11oated by t're thermocouples 
arranged at values of - of 0, 0.4, and 0.8. 	In 
the calou-35,tion of roi1ts, the outlet temperature 
roired is the mixed mean temperature. 	The radius 
at which this temperature may be said to exist was 
determined from several experimental temperature 
profiles, assuming a parabolic velocity distribution. 
This mixed 	n 	 ::c 	" XTP; ?d U S 
S2 VM / 
oad in the above cese, the velocit;, rt - oU 	r , 
The radius at wJ.Cit the actual temperature and the 
mixed mean temperature have the same values, was 
- 
fonu Lu Lt ii 	b; 	ratio 
~
.4 = 056 	 where 5 = 
it t. i1o; cross-section diLension, S = .25 ins., 
this radius will be 0.14 ins. 
Therefore, in the experi. ental records, the 
mixe, mean temperature at outlet is obtained by 
plotting the outlet temperature profile and reading 
off th 	J• 	oi Y= 0.14 ins. 
½ 
value of 0.56, agrees well with Crocco 1 s 
calculatic)L1 (iItT) for reference temperature, 
viz., 	9 
iet Los to 	J.atlofl. 
In the early stages of the exp rinents, w.. .. 1 zt a 
choice of aitable insulation was being made, an esti'iate 
of the heat loss at various posttions on the outside of the 
outer tube was carried out using Elliott heat flow meters. 
In gas blows, as expected, these showed the greatest heat 
loss to be at the lower end. 
An estimate of the rate of heat loss to the insulvtion, 
as a proportion of the rate of transfer of heat to or from 
the totalWei&ht of ga flowing through the inner and 
annular cross sections, was made for heating and cooling 
blows. The results obtained were: 
gas blow - ,o heat loss to insulation = 5% 
air blow - ; heat loss to insulation = 0 
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Conduction along the Tube parliel to Flow Dirction. 
In the theory, thermal conductivity is coneidered 
negligible along the tube, and It is necessary therefore 
to examine the magnitude of the hit flow In this direction 
over the actual test length. 
The following estiiition is due to TIPLhR. 
Cross-aectionl area 
Temperature gradient 
approxi::ately by the 
ln '.aiitoneous rtte of h 
of tube In rctr 	 flow = a 
along tube, givon 	04M ,  - 
fluid temnerrti:r:. ) 	
L 
t flow 	(4.2) 
L 
In the period time Z , the heat cin - 	the 	to the 
tube is of amount, 	W( q0  
i1ean rate of heat transfer = w(O- 9 j ) 	( 4.3) 
• 	:.ate of longitudinal heat con con - 	.,.a 	(4.4) 
l.nte of hett t:: -f-r, 	to tube 	- JL 
J_. 	.1. 	 - 	 -3 k: o.5 x 10. 	1.1 .ui1fl.sc . r. 
= .0535 so 1115. 
/= '.O'Y)i 	i,Th.J,/sec. °F. 




• The effect or 1on;itu.divai conduction Is fairl small 
and it has been neglected throughout. 
Heat Transfer in AnnJ.ar and Circular Pasajs. 
Although the euuival ut diameters and the ratios 
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cross-sectjonl area of tube material 	are the same 
c.O83-sectional area of passa, e 
for both passages, this does not ensure exactly similar 
temperature conditions in both the annulus and inner tube. 
e.g. The supporting pins for the inner tube pass through 
the annular flow area and may promote turbulence there. 
In the preliminary stages of setting up the apparatus, 
readina were taicen of the temperature at exit from the 
in.ier tube and the annulus, and it was considered that the 
eLiect of the difference of temperature, would be effectively 
taken care of by the heat loss correction outlined below. 
Heat Loss Correction (See Appendix I) 
None of the above factors, heat loss to insulation, 
conduction along tube wall, and difference of annulus and 
tube h'at transfer properties, have been taken into eccount 
in the theoretical analysis and this will afconrse Influence 
the results obtained. 	It is, however, rossible to 
correct the experimental results. 
Consider a heating cycle - for ny rrr:of1 fror the 
start of a gas blow, the heat given up by the gases is known. 
For th. same period, the heat retained in the tube wall 
can be estimated from the tube temperatures. If it is 
assumed that tie heat retained in the tube is the actual 
heat uantity exchanged,, then the period during wLich the 
gas has, in fact, given up this amount of heat can he 
deterrnineu from the tube temperatures. 	The time scale 
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is then altere accordingly. 	(For this Correction, 
it is assumed that the gas inlet temperature is constant, 
and that the gas outlet temperature varies directly with 
ti;ie). 	This modifies the results progressively vtth 
time; it does not of course affect the value nt z 0 
The host loss correction actually used was 
simplified as shown in the appendix. 
Using this method, the outlet temperature of Fig. 9 
is modified to the form shown in Fig. 10. 
2, Ti1EO1ICU ANALYSIS. 
Genral Solution 
In Appendix II, anrqtioal expressions are d'veloped, 
which make possible the preiction of gas and wall 
teznperat4res, at any cross-section and any time, in this 
unsteady state heat transfer process. 
The following assumptions are made, 
(1) The thermal conductivity of the tube material 
is zero in a direction parallel to that of the gas 
flow and infinite in a direction normal to that of the 
gas flow. 
The thermal properties of the gas do not vary during 
the process, nor does the heat transfer coefficient. 
At any instant the temperature of the gas across 
a cross-section of the passage Is constant at a 
mixed mean value. 
There Is no external heat loss. 
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In t is an :sia t} non-dinr"nsioruul groups, 
introduced by others, 
and 	A = h P L 
w 
1h PZ dor 	1 
H 
ar3 .tso:-, dri3s- 	 ore 	,ressLons of the rtio of 
Lt3 total 
t 	 S :),1nr per unit 
ti it u 	tube per unit 
length. (in this investigation H i:plies to the thick- 
ness of tube between its inner 	-H 	1 , s mean diameter). 
The general boundary conditions of supply inlet 
temp'rature wdioh varies with time, and tube tercmerature 
°Td ot lTr ec 	, •r' 	rr'sed as, 
0 	 at 	 0 1,15) 
a fi :3 	 T 	i-0 () 	qt 	=0 	 4 • 
resetive1:. 
Fror:i. ( '.15) the ­, ns tr rcrnt'ire at o.tl't, gA 
is 2V'fl i:. 
T t )e ~ J
'
o(e r[2Iôj doO(4, 	e [Oo ( 	 4  
~J'r0()eJf24(it-.]doc 3 	(r 
Lir 	 id 	I,(x) are 	 siel I1J3!Ct1O11 of 
the first hind, of zero, and first order respectively. 
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1qn. (A.16) gives a similar ti 	of xrsion for 
the tube wall temperature, but as this has not been used 
directly in this investigation it is not reproduce. here. 
Mn. (4.7) reuuces to the e quations of ANZTJT : nd 
NuS3tLT, when their particular boundary values of 
and r0 (o)are substituted. 
Uniform Supply Inlet Temperature and Uniform Initial Wall 
Teinper. ture. 
Particular solutions of eqn. (4.7) are obtain d if 
tbe boundar:. conditions of eqn. (4.5) and (4.6) b'corie, 
Oeonstant 	at 9 = 0 
and t =constant 	at z = a ( a). 
IL icr 	ns b1w, these botmd.&ry con(lition: arc 
	
I 	at 
and 	T 	0 	at z = 0, 	o) 
• 	• / ) 	i 3 UO 
O (4 e - 	r f2IA q 4] d J 	. • 
For cm air blow hov', ti - bc'r': 	li ticn' (- O.ltJ 
be written, 
9=0 	rt 	-O 
and 	i-,=I 	t 	Z=O, ('I? zO) , 
mnd eur. ( 4•!/  ) ! O\ rVT 
O (4,) = eA 
Y 
e r f2)] d 
It I' s i 	'own by i. 	e.'±n, 	rt fcr !- 	i; 	 s of 
A , and 
(9 (A, 	/—OAJ?) 	 (4.10) 
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which is a well-known result for these simpler boundary 
conditions. 	The practical significance is that for these 
boundary conditions one set of theoretical curves, e.g, 
those for a gas blow, can be transformed into those for 
an air blow by applying the relationship of eqn. (4.10), 
The curves of Fig. 11 have been calc ula t ed for such 
Louni:J'y cciions, 
vi. 	 =1 	at 	O 
	
T 0 ct 	= 0 
Use of / 	L - sjs nt 	0 • 
Eqn. (4.7) can L .e sisiplified in ordcr to act as a cheek 
on the extrapolation used in the d trmination of the 
experimental hat transfer coefficients. 
WhC/1 	0 	, 	1.8 0 lt tn1p rtrr 	Thori 




(o) ~ j r 1 ()e  
£iation by parti, ivs 
f A 
	 A A 
(a ) e 	e 	)/fefro(.1)Jc10( 	
(4.12) 
This o::rcssion can br vslut, if it is assumed 
ib 	t 	0 ,1, ;c11 t-'s --'- .-' 	'r 
K 
d° 
wherc K a: av" any vuie, positive or ri'gatie. K is 
determin'd forn the Inlet nid o;itlet 	11 	perturrs. 
- 
(.13) 
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The resulting expression for the iliteGral of 	ri. 
(4.12) 	.s iooi 	crteu in eqn. (4.11),to give 
19 (iio)' etO0 (o)-T0 (o)4KJ +r0 (i) k . 
	 () 
J1 Lsc t.!p rturs 
 
arc v1e at 	0 
t 	. 	ri cutlet 
rectiveIj, 	*i10 T. (o) t (ii) ar 	wl1 
temperatures t ii1t 	r;tlEt "r rctively. 
rn. (4.14) is rearrtrgei to give an expresion for the 
non-di:es1oflE1 1enI3ti A , in terms of these inlet and 
A = 1oe[Oe('O)_To"O)+k  
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SIN(Li. BL Ti 	RESULTS 
This investigation is confined to heat transfer to 
and from gases whose flow conditions are laminar, i.e t  
at some position within the test length fully-d -'velcped 
laminar flow is established. 	Therefore, in this 
consideration of the values of heat transfer coefficients 
obtained in these tests, it is first shown thet this 
condition of laminar flow is satisfie, 
From energy considerations within 	pas s3ge length, 
and at entry to it, a theoretical expr ,,- sjon  is & Lamed 
for the pressure loss due to entry conditions and the 
establishment of laminar flow within the test length. 
This expression, derived initially for steady state conditions 
with no heat transfer, is developed to include also unsteady 
state conditions with moderate temperature differences. 
The ov rail theoretical pressure loss for the test section 
will be t ie entry loss plus the loss due to the viscosity 
of the gas. 
Actual pressure drop values have been determined 
dir1ng steady and unsteady state tests. 
Pressure drop coefficients calculated f!'Orl the 
theoretical and the actual pressure losses are plotted 
against Reynolds number. A comparison between the curves 
obtained indicates that, in the tests -uoted, the gas flow 
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is laminar. 	Agreement between th exp' - r1:nntal results 
for the steciy and the unsteady state justify the use 
of these expre.sions In the unsteady state result:. 
The method used for determining the heat transfer 
coefficient is not original andreference is made in the 
second section of this chapter to those responsible for 
its devel..pment. 	A more detailed description is presented 
in Appendix IV, along with a specimen calculation. 
From the experimental temperature records,boundary 
conciltions tO1 substitution in the theortical analysis 
a. obtained. 	It is then possible to calculate the 
th'oret1cel gas outlet temperaturo for a range of values 
of non-dimensional length and time. 	A comparison of the 
exp rlxnental gas outlet t'aperature record and these 
calculated curves determtnes the heat transfer cc fficient, 
By the tssuptions of the analysis, this heat transfer 
coefficient is based on local mean ternperature difference, 
is constant over the test length, and has been constant 
from th time of origin of the unsteady state process. 
VaLues of heat transfer coefficients, obtained in this 
way are prc?snted in graphical form for both "gas" und "air" 
single blow tests. 
A form of arithmetic mean temperature difference has 
also been introduced and this chapter contains an appreciation 
of the test transfer coefficients, based on this temperature 
difference, determined from the single blow tests. 
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1. PRESuR.. DROP A3kO33 TIST STION 
Pressure Drop in Steady Flow through a Smooth Tube. 
For the simple case of a plain tube through which 
a gas flows steadily, and no heat exchange takes place 
between g9s and wall., the genral expreselon for pressure 
drcr 
cr 1. 	. flo:.' 	sotki 	 rr' 	tro 
'4 
coefficient, 	= — Re 
In adni 	a:t, b'-is c 	 '9. 	 'ene 
in cross-section and the development of laminar flow. 
Th; v1 ie o ti.M loss -, estahlishd in I' end.ix Ifi, in 
Li• (..$', is 	 $3 
2 
• 	ptota(- 	L 
d 2 
(ke3 - Keb,2)* 	 (:) 
	
v1oclt dis..rih 	oc -ffIc; Keb, 
and Keb3 re evaluated In Appendix III. 	-, ,3 therefore 
the tretical value, which includes ti 1055 at entry 
to the passac, and the transformation from a s u.are to 
round ro3-:ct.Lon, 
= 	+ (2.00_f.60 ,2),,, 
Re 	 L 
For tho a 	r t3 13 d, in conrt:Lc:i nr 
a- = 0.3313, i.. o - 	0.1532 	id 	= 1570 
64 + 0 - 0117 	• 
- 	 - 
Th18 value is used in the expression for the overall 




Pressure iro 	ec1iuge E35 - 	.1GtttjCfi 01 La:iriii 'icy; 
Conditions. 
Isothe:uia1 steady flow tests were made ui1 	i( , veral 
conditions, i) with single connection from "gas" blower 
to heat transfer section, and (ii) with ae].octor valve 
box fitted, (a) supply from "ga& t blower 
(b) sup1y from "air blower. 
In all oases Liie air was cold and readings were taken for 
vari.. 	3- Ii 	s. 
(i 	c±::t 	 ly 	 qation 
XP 
(5.1) and Fig. li si c 	curves oLtained by plotbS.ng 
these va.es aainst. R . 	The discrepancy between the 
results for the sing1 connection and those for the valve 
box are presumably due to the position of the tapping point, 
and possibly to the benoficial effect of a slitht lae 
past the e€s of the "close" valve plate. 
Whereas the theoretical correction for entry losses 
was shown by eqn. (5.4) to be 0.0117, the isothermal experi-
mental results 'of Fig. 6 give 0.0140 as an average value. 
The discrepancy in these values can be traced partly to 
the alight differ€nce in the gas and air supply conditions, 
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as indicated ty th rr d1: 	thse corspondiri 
points with incr' of R e in fig. 15. 
A further t-st, in which the mass flow through 
the test section was estimated from the magnitude of the 
mass flow at the supply orifice, daown in Fig. l t'r 
sudden increase of C a coefficient proportional to 
at a certain definiLe flow rate, 	The Reynolds numoer 
corresponding to this rate was estiiated to be 3100 - 3200. 
The consistency of th so results indicates that fully 
developed 1ariinr flow does exist In the arrangement beyond 
the entry length at val .a of Re 	2500, and that thp onset 
of turbulence could be clearly indicated by measurments 
of the pressur.rop. 	This was confirmed later In 
beating tests at R7 2750, when the record of the outlet 
temperature froi 	i tst section became very Irregular 
in form. 
In t sting therfore, great importance was attaoheci, 
to the pressure drop readings as an indication of laminar 
flow. 
Pressure Drop in Unsteady State Conditions, 
For unsteady state conditions, end also steady state 
non-isothermal conditions, F,,i • : ' . 	 Y 
overall pressure drop coof c rr 
When a hot gas passes tvouCIL c cooler paese,e, the gas 
is itself cooled and therefore its velocity decreases as 
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tne 6as travels tk.irough this passage. 	'ithin the test 
length the velocity st any cross-section can be considered 
to depend on the local m"an gas temperature. 
Therefore the pressure drop between inlet and outlet 
of te?t section, in addition to that resulting from 
the viscosity of the tas,derived -'s in 4rre''ix I11:, 
23 
2 2 
= fV13 (Kebi 
 
25 t
VOL, 	 11 3 / 
:;ire point 1 is at the square ross-section preceding 
inlet, and point 4 is at outlet from the test section. 
The velocity ratios of eqn. (5.5) are now replaced 
by the ratios of the mean gas tepraturs at the same 
positions, 
• e. 	- 0.4 	.. flu 	 lJ•1•  17.42 = (7-02 
	
3 	 15113 	V 1, 
Note. Th3 L.Lct te;1pt'Are ms.red In t.he nctsdy 
state tests is at point 2, at the mouth of the circular 
tuoc, and not at point 1 which is a short distance upstream. 
1qn. (;i.5) can now be written, 
1-4 = 	 1<24)2] 
Point 3 is a uti.':i 1cn L. t 	, 
section where  the parabolic velocity distribution is 
establisne . 	Point 4 is at the end of this tube, i.e. 
, 	s in 	(5.4). 
irl t.iC 	 G 	' 	 ;:' tT -' 
K eb1 2 = 16' 1532 = 0245 
T;i r.Lre. 
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further downstr eam, nd has the same cross-section, and 
therefo 	for rnoc1'rat tir :rnte dIP Prrfl. 
- Kei 3 	20 
to I , r, ise i in en, (5•.) is, 
	
•= 
±+2ç(±)_0.215(Oz)] 	 (r7) 
Re 	03 
fressure Drop Co'i'i1cients — Sinle blo- 	Heatinsr. and Coolinc. 
Pressure drop coefficients were determined from 
readings taken during the heat transfer tests. 	After being 
corrcted for the density eif:ot mentioned earlier, these 
values are corrected to approxiistely isothermal conditions 
using the formular 	rived prPviouci::. 
Th:oretical, 	 ~ f2f'i)_ 0 IT  (s;' ho'lSo*h€ ,.a( 	Re L. O3'  
+ 00117  
Rv 
Oexp coxroted to isot )Cl 
t 	f:J1o1n, eXpreson, oexp +0 - 0117 —/() 2 _ 0.245(2)j 
vz.L 	L.Io;ui :L 	In :.. 17 	n 
with the curv for 	obtained in Fi. 15 ftr Iseth"rm1 
condittons i.e., 
The agrezuent eteen these values is considered as 
proof that laminar flow was established within the test 
section, during these exporiment 5. 
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2. !JT THSF.h.H O0FFIC1FTS 
Calculation of Heat Transfer Co - ffjcjent. 
In principle the method of determining the heat 
transfer coefficient from any set of experimental results 
is to compare the corrected outlet temperature with a 
corresponding set of calculate 4, curves. 
This thod which originated with SCHUMANN, has been 
developed by SAUND.RS FORD, and also by JOHNSON. 
In Appendix IV the procedure adopted is d.escrib-r :n 
more detail, and a specimen calculation is maa - . 
Influence of Var . ing Supply Inlet Tempereture and Tube 
Initial Temperature Distribution-, 
When the inlet temperature does vary as, say, In Fig. 6 
for Test P2, a first assumption of uniform gas Inlet temp-
erature r.iight be made, this being probably sufficiently 
accurate for this Particular teat. 	L\ comparison of the 
Nuaselt numbers obtained in this way, and also from the exact 
inlet ternperatur vrirtion, showed that the simpler method 
overesti.ited the Nu value, during the early pert of the 
blov. 
In all the heating tests, the relation between reduced 
gas inlet temperature and reduced ti .e 	, has been found 
to be approxiiately the same, and from this boundary condition 
and the analytical expressions of Appendix II a aerI3 of 
curves of reduced temperature against reduce len 	IL '"95 
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plotted with 	rs rrrxneter, 
The reduce" te -. 6) = 0- r,i 
OZ - TM 
initii1 mean te.perature 
time average supply inlet te perature. 
'ii. 	c.rvs 
 
CaVe shown in Fig. ]., and may be compared 
with those of Fig. 11, in which th' 	i'n tion of uniform 
Inlet temperature has been adopte.. 
In the cooling tests, two fairly general curves of 
reduced inlet temperature against re uced time, ap lied. 
It is also necessary to consider the temperature 
distribution along the tibe at the) instant of changeover. 
In the heating tests the temperature can be assumed uniform 
along the tube and this assumption-as made for the cal-
culations for Figs. 11 and 12. 
In the single air low and regenerator cyclic teats, 
this assumption is no longer valid, and it v;is for this 
reason ti: tt tube temperature, Tc 	 , ünd 
not 	= oonstant,was used in the theoretical analysts. 
In ths single blow tests, two initial temperature 
diatributi xis, assumed linear, were found necessary from 
the te t rat-are records and were used in the calculations, 
O12 
viz., 	 I-31—  
- 2...4  
NEr curves .er calcAlfited with these omc - ry 
conditions, and one set, assuming such an initial tube 
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temperature distribution and uniform tiir inlet temperature, 
is shown in Fig. 13. 
Values of Heat Transfer -Coefficient obtt..ined in Sinj'le klov 
Tests. 
The first strikin6 factor of the values of heat transfer 
coefficient obtained is that, in both air and ?as blows, 
they increase with time (Fig. iBa). In the gas blow 
generally they tend to a maximum within the time of the 
test. 	Any difference of form in the two cases is most 
likely due to the differing effect of heat losses and the 
variation in tube teiperatur distribution discussed later. 
The possibility that part of this increase of h 71th time 
may be apparent only, and may, in fact, be due to the effect 
of temperature gradient in the tube all normal to the 
direction of flow, which has been neglected in this analysis, 
O&flLIOt ce diseeuted oompletely. 
A non-dimensional representation of the form of h 
is considered bri:f1y in Appendix V. 
Nusselt Numbers obtained in Single Blow Tests, brsed on 
Local Temperature Difference. 
The mean temperature on vziiich air property values 
have been based in these exjrirnents is the average of the 
time means of both inlet and outlet temperatures for the 
eight minute period under consideration. 	The actual 
property values are taken from the tables of KEBNAN & KAYE. 
For each test a mean Reynolds number and curve of Nusselt 
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number with time can be.:11ned. 
By extrapoitiOn, the Nusselt numbers for the gas 
blow tests at = 0 have been found and these are plotted 
in Fig. 19. 	These particular values have been obtained 
assuming uniform initial tube temperature and uniform gas 
inlet temperature. 	The fact that these values are 
not uniform particilarly at lover Re has been taken into 
account in Fig. 20, which shows 	ICI i:iprovc1. correlation. 
The vaues for the air blow however t t 3) = 0 , show 
a ir.: d Tii_ 	:riY 1IL FL, 1, t 	s 	:c 	iC'r 	t 
R e 
ianixation of the typical te perature records of 
Figs. 7 and 8 does give a possible explanation, 	Here, 
it is seen that for a period immediately following change- 
over to cold supplj,at exit, the teperature profile is the 
reverse of what night be expected at first sight. At this 
time the temperature distribution along the tube "all is 
of the form shown in Fig. 21 0 so that whilst being heated 
in the first sections of the tube, the air is giving up 
heat in the later sections. 	In fact, the effective 
heating length of the tube h a been reduced because of 
Its temperature istrib tion. 	Except at the very lowest 
flow rates it is found that when the tube temperature is 
approximately uniform, the temperature profile reverts 
to its accepted shape for a fluid cooling a circular tube wall. 
If then, this instant of uniform tube temperature is 
\\' 
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tac'in as the origin of time iiasrei'nt &nd the NuL velues 
for 	0 are reealculatei, the values obtained are sown 
in Fig. 22, along with the curve for gas blow values of 
Fig. 20. 	The variation of h I with 	is now as shown 
in Fig. 18b. 
These Nusselt valws ar of course, local values based 
on the assumption that they are constant along the length. 
On the other hand, theoretical v,-,l es of Nu, for stJT,r 
state conditions and uniform wt.il terture ':'r'- s, oiri 
1j, Ctr 11 to 	along the length from a value of 
x = a , to N U = 365 at x 00 and to e given by 
Nu= J( 
L/d 
Terioru tiie ov:al val.ies for st'dy 3tatr, e1Avalent 
to the experirientalvalues of Fig. 20 can be expected to be 
greater than 3.65 and to incr3aae wit1 Re I. or a constant 
length. 	This does conform rit the resits or Fig. 20 *  
ial form of 	 ''it'. te viies  only slightly 
icr isbin 	nd coo in ari tii Ja] Jes t 	03 are shown 
in Fig. 3. 	The very low values for cold suprl correspond 
to those tests in which, even after this time, the temperature 
profile is still reversed. 	This phenomenon is indicated 
in Fig. 8. 
From the varintio' of 	it.h ti ' 	n Fir. 1 %1' it is 
assumed hat Icr other 	vsiea, i.e. Q 	< 03A , N1 
is given for Lot 	nJ rs bl w by 
A'(J 1 = (/- 2-h ) M1  
ii 
	
Nut. is tw- vilue ci: Nu, at 	0 	, •:" , en the 
tibe temperature is uniform, obtained from the curve of 
Fig. 20 or 
At 	0•3 	, the tube has now adopted a more or 
less unirori tererature Eradint (except for air blow with 
low 1 e ) and the exr1 •tui Nu values can be compared
48 with the theoretical Nu = 	, for steady state. 
To t e latter value, oi: co rse, t:i resulting incrase of 
Nu€ with entry length must be added. 	The effect of the 
j.rccJ.ing period in the unsteady state case must be 
considered when comparing such results with those for 
stead:. state operation. 
Nusselt Lxubers based on Arithmetic Mean Temperature 
Di: £ e r e nce. 
From the heat transfer c'.'efticient 	, dot errai.ned 
as shown in Appendix VI, eorrespond.tng vr.tues of 	are 
OL tai.rie.. 
'1E 1so var., with ti:..f 	:s .tth the 	vlus, 
a difference exists between values for air and 	blows, 
as is shown in Fig. 24 for the values of Nu at 
If as before, the origin of time is taken as that 
insant when the tube temperature is approximately 
uniform, there is excellent agreement between the 	its 
IG 	Qt_- CS5, 	 are LJCO? o:gt'd In ?Ig. 1. 
t this stage, with 	o , tb 	f. oct of convection 
will not be evident. 	However, even at 	0 0 the 
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Grashof numbers are not very great (say 1.4 x 10 4 for gas 
blow, and 5 x 10 for air blow) and the effect of convection 
is unlikely to be any greater than the error introduced 
by assuming uniform tube tetiperature. 
The theoreticrl liri's i Fe.r. 1 arg for differnt values 
/GPd\ 	 4 
of the psr'-ter 't 	L 	
, viz,, 0 and 10, and the 
1i:n.t line NJ4M -_ Gz • 	Corres: oidin v1s of the 
aLoe 	reter i'or tn. as &rid air blows ar esti eted 
to be 65 and 25 respectively. 
From these results it is possible to rule out any 
marked :1fLence of convection in these experiments. 
0 the N&iq values will diverge from the 
ovc e.rve in a manner which is, most likely, due to the 
modified temperature distrlb:ition in the tube, and as 
su,esteo Ia Arendix V, It may h that some reltionship 
such as 	 ' ) 	 (F;.11) 
applies here also. 	It is flt however, that the value 
of this coefficient at the mon it, is restricte.: to the 
conditions of uniform tube temperature and = 0 , and 
under thcse conditions the results obtained justify the 
experimental arrangement and the method adopted. 
Ov rail Accuracy of Data. 
It is practically impossible to estimate the overall 
accracy because of this correction for heat losses. 	A 
general balancing of the methods adopted suggests that the 
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inaxiiurn erior In the Pes 1ts obtained is unlikely 
to exceed ± 7 or 8%. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PARALLEL FLOW RLGENERATOR 
For practical reasons, the circular cross-section 
passage used in this investigation is unlikely to be used 
in an actual regenerative heat exchanger. 	The regenerator 
experixnent3 were made with a view to comparing the heat 
transfer processes in single blow and cyclic operation. 
The heat transfer coefficients are in this case 
obtained from a co:pariaon of values of regenrrator 
efficiency calculated theoretically and values derived 
from the experimental results. 
The regenrator experiments were not carried out over 
a range of Reynolds number but over a range of period times. 
Some agreement is obtained between the single blow and 
regenerator results. 
1, ThEOTICAL A lifWYSIS OF H GENTRJ\TOR TFFICIENCY. 
Regenerator Efficiency for Parallel Flow Onnration. 
As defined by I1AUSi, the regenerator efficienc:, 
is the ratio between the heat quantity transferred from 
one fliid to the other, and th' z1ch would be necessary 
to raise the inlet temp ratr' 	2 Of the cold supply up 
to the inlet te:pratur 0, of t e hot supply. 
by assuming that, 
(i) the theoretical conductivity of the tube material 
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is infinitely grRt in the dirction normal to the 
gas flow and negligible in the direction parallel 
to the flow, 
(ii) the values of and of A in both periods are equal, 
the heat transfer coei1cients being constant along 
the length, 
the gases enter the regenrator with a uniform and 
constant temperature, 
any gas introduced during one period passes through 
the regenerator within the duration of that period, 
it- IiSEN showed tht, for T).! rnllel flow opertion, 
MA' 
rej= .f-(i_ -;---i 
_ p z 
/ 
	
8 	€ 	 C05( _ 	A 
) TO Wn 2 j 
'p 	tn no-d.i'iLoru 1 	rs!od tire 
It 'o'ici iilso 	 o 	:'in' 	- enertor 
(6.1) 
efficiency in terms of the heat given to the hot supply. 
In terms of h't quantities, 
(j3) 
Q"4 
9 	iiat to 	rou a ply fl-- , 
ideal heat quantity available, -which is the 
product of the water equivalent of th gas flowing 
in one period and the differ-knee between the two 
supply inlet temperatures. 
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Reen'rtor 1fficiency with Infinitely Short Blow Ti s. 
The regenerctor efficiency for parallel flow operation 
and infinitely short blow tines., can be evaluvt 	si:ply 
from en. (4.7), if the non-dimensions], length A Is the 
same for aoh period. 
-A H -A 
LS inlet 	 =14 
Air inlet temp.,  
Subscript f refers to Liot sp1:i;/ or 	conditions, 
and subscript c to cold supply or air conditions. 
Under the conditions, it is seen by inspotion, that 
the tube temperitu.re will be constant in both periods and 
uniform throughout the test len',th, and of magnitude, 
rM =T - 





nd 	 - (i-e ' ) 	 (6,5) 
l 	.ieat trsX'erre to the air in one period is, 
Q vzfj.A) - 	J 	
(6 ) 
C.
d tii€rioee from ecjn. (6.5) 
Q 
The idcl quantity of heat available for transfer is, 
— 	— 
	
Pi 1, = 	Ii, - 	 (6.7) 
Q i.1 	WC zc 
, in this ease. 
SLstit.tion of these values for Q 	Q  in eqn. 
(6.3), gives an expression for the effi:icmcy of parallel 
flow regenerator with infinitely short blow times, 
(i- e1t)  
This exression ii .'iso oLtainrI f on nns. (€.l) 
(J• ) Ly 	t 	 itioi 	O 
;. E 	
['! Y] n = 1,3 S 
ris 	it;hii 	 ' ''.on c 	r 	 fl, 
- 	 00 
s; i 	.S11  
h. 1,3, 5, 	1,213 




ri 	(2h-.j) iT 	 -s (2pi) 
Cc :r !'i1oc of L 1; Z rice 1t1. 	other sris for cos Jc
0-0 
givec 	 I 	- 	 TT 2 
L.. (2-I - 	 8 
h I 
qn. (o. ) now becLaes 
~ ( 1 e) 
Whic l ., is the st.ir as oqn. (u.3), 
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2. RlTOR i.STS AND 	LTS 
Cyclic q2cration as a Parallel F].;w Regenerator. 
Preli;ninary preparations are similar to those for 
single blow operation, although particular care is necessary 
in order that supply fre.-i either blower is not affected by 
changeover of the valves. 
Initially it was arranged that the valves should be 
operated automatically on a fixed time sequence; this 
was later discarded In favour of the simplicity of hand 
operation. 
When the hot supply, exhausting to atmosphere has 
reached a steady temperature, the valves are changed over 
and the sequence initiated. 	The gas and air periods 
can be made of any duration reuire. 
After continuous cyclic operation for some time, the 
condition is reached in which each successive gas period 
produces a similar temperature record. 	From readings 
taken during aubseuent consecutive air and gas periods, 
heat transfer coefficients are oalclated. 
The temperature record from such a test is shown in 
Fig. 25. 
Heat Loss in Cyclic Oorttion. 
Oyciic opratIon was te.ken as the basis for fixing 
the flow rate through the annular space for single blow 
tests in the following way. The heat loss during any 
period was determined as for single blow tests. It was 
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considered then that If, ft."r continuous operation, the 
heat loss, during two oonsective air and gas periods or 
the same duration, was th4 same, then the flow conditions 
in the annulus and inner tube were similar. 
While the actual time for two such periods may he the 
same, the correoteu ti a obtained by the heat loss correction 
method will be • 1 uite different, 	Provided the h at loss is 
not too high a percentage of the heat being exchange, it 
would be possible to alter the period ti :es during any 
experiment 80 that the two corrected times became approx- 
imately the same. 	Wheri the hrot loss is comrarrtively 
great as in this epparatus, this wrs considered to be an 
over-elaboration. 	Whilst it is possible to correct for 
considerable heat losses in single blow operation, the 
efreet of hat losses in cyclic operation can be corrected 
only in a superficial manner. 
The heat given to the cold supply is proportional to 
the area enclosed on the teperature record by the inlet and 
outlet temperatures d ring the air blow. 	By definition, 
the ideal h:at quantity availbio is the water euivalent 
of the supply p:r period multiplied by the difference between 
the inlet temperatures of both periods. 	There is however, 
a heat loss, over the two periods, equal to the difference 
between the hoat given up by the hot supply and the heat' 
receive-1 by the coLd. 
It is cn3ired then that in the experiment, without 
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hert loss, for  
equivalent of 	ie cold supply multiplied t ,y "he area between 
the inlet temperatures of both periods, rn.tius the heat loss 
in both periods, as shown in Fig. 25. 	In the correspond- 
ing expression for Ee2 based on gas blow, the het loss 
in both periods is ad. ed and not subtracted. 
Values of fVog froa Regeneritor Experiments. 
f4 co.urtson of the values of 	calculated from 
experimental results using eqn. (•3) and with the theoretical 
results of ens. (6.1) and (6.2), gives a value of a mean 
N.tsselt number. 	This 18 a value which is assumed constant 
along the length of the tube and for the extent of the 
period, but is calculated on the basis of local temperature 
difference. 	This is analogous to the Nu I vilue of the 
single blow tests, but it cannot be expected to compare 
directly because of the reversed temperiture profile of the 
outlet air diring the cold supply period. 
The in an values are tabulated below, and compared :ltb 
a mean value, predicted from the single h1ov tests results 
for approximately similar conditions * 	All these tests 
were carried out at approximately the same R e  values, 1800 
for gas and 1900 for air, with eiue1 eperiaenta1 period 
ti 	 o tie mean N 1 value to inerrse 
17. 
'j.th in-: 	of 	is just a- 	rent. 
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Tet 





2 0,1% 4.90 1760 0,20 4,36 1900 0,17 1 	4.66 4.8 
U3 3 0.2 4.97 1780 0.f 4.71 1870 0.7 4.84 5,3 
Ul 0.1 5.14 1830 0..1 .6 1930 0.41 .87 5.6 
U4 5 0.41 5,00 1805 0.62 4.84 1910 0.01  
U5 5 0,18 0.1 10 0 0 1 7' 4.87 12 1 0 0,c) 4.98 
It would bo posib10 to ccirsider 	in vi'1i low 
period of oclic operation, as a single -.ow perioi and analyse 
it accordingly. 	This Wes not don, rart1r 	ause exazninntion 
of the regenerator results showed no obvious irregularities, 
and partly beoise it 	s felt that the resilts did not merit 
this elaboration. 
Values of 	from Regenerator xperii:onts. 
The cyclic results were, however, re .uoed to single 
blow periods, for the calculation of heat transfer coefficints 
based on 7ii 	an tr-iperntn'e difference. This gives 
separat' Nu0 	va1us for air Lnd rlts blow and their mean 
•Bs found to agree fairly well with that estimated from the 
single blow test results,for similar temperature conditions. 





b1or .ii 	zow n Nu
ator. 
:enn Nu. 
cloi. Nu a Re Nu,, Re 
U2 2 4,33 170 . 1'uo 3.58 3,45 
j 12 3 3.1 1780 3.21 170 3.56 3.7 
Oj 4 4.07 1830 3.20 1930 3,64 4.0 
U4 5 4.05 1300 3.36 1910 3.71 4.2
11 
U5 6 3 1 99 10 3.35 1020 ,L:5 
	
In 	ct .04 .-n1Ct is attriutci to .bIGNT 	T, t Ls 
type of arithmetic mean temperature difference is use to 
pr, 1ct 	to1 :t excna. ' 	in o. r'nrtor. 
Q 	 1 	PL("OH-C)  
there, 9 	V  01 avt:I-.; inlot and outlet gas temperatures over 
"Lo1e poriod. 
= 	t tr.is1r coi 	ci.nt for 	-- r' -1 c'- pjt1rtlr 
:ratr 	iff: - eo. 
Z, , = duration of gas blow. 
sij..ix C rc1ers to cold supply or air conditions. 
This expression has a limited application in design work. 
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if 	.j vii. 
P1UVIOUS INV"STIGATIONS, 
Previous investigations of unsteady state heat transfer 
in laminar flow, have been prinoipall:i confined to the 
conditions which exist in regenerators of the contra-fl - w 
type. 	The general pattern of such investigations has been 
siuilar, in that some theoretical method of prediction of 
outlet temperature has been developed, and this in turn 
appi.ied to experi1ental results to obtain values of 
Nusselt number. 	A similar pattern exists in this investi- 
gation except that some of the boundary condition restrictions 
are avoided. 
1. ThOHTICAL "09X 
Temp -;rnturp Variation. 
Analytical solutions of the differential eqns. (A2.la) 
and (A2.2a) obtained In Appendix II, for heat transfer 
between the gas and tube surface, and also between the tube 
$tarface i 	t' t1j 1he itself, 
U-i- 
U-r 	r 
i8\F L- n oLtL ec by  
and others for different sets of boundary conditions, 
nzelius and Nuaselt dalt with ti-_- n single blow period, 
- 	 - 
Whilst Nusselt, Hausen, and Schmeidler and others produce' 
results applicable to the cyclic operation of a regenerstor. 
A fairly comprehensive bii'liogiaphy of this work is given 
by ILIFFE. 
Of the regenerator analyses above, only flausen has 
considered the case of parallel flow, and it is his theory 
which Wti8 itset f riler in the cal Ltion of Nu, valuc:s for 
cyclic operation, 
ith the acivi 	f t'-..r,, practical gas trbine, a new 
interest arose In the regenerator and additional analyses 
of the cyclic case have been produced. 
Probably the most convenient of all the methods, 
suitable for cyclic or single blow operrtlon, is that of 
SAUL4i)R3 & SMOLI1X, and IU.LgN. 	This is a partly 
iterative method in which the wall temperatures are given 
by finite difference approximations of the governing 
equations. 	With modifications to the actual method 
present d, any temperature boundary conditions can be 
applied. 
The rnalytical method developed in Appendix II Was 
preferred for this investigation, because it was felt that 
some applications night exist in which the particular 
boundary o nd.itiona would themselves suggest a possible 
approximation. 	The evaluation of gas outlet temperature 
for s. ecific boundary conditions and specific veliis of 
an A is easier if the analytical method 1s used. 
For regenerator calculations, however, it Is unlikely 
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that unless the result is already available in tbulated 
form, there is any tore convenient method than that of 
5MJND7RS & SMOLENIFX. 
A similar type of rnrtod was used by JOHNSON for 
single blow calc.lation; his experimental work is r'ferred 
to later. 
Heat Transfer Coefficient. 
There is no theoretical work regarding the heat transfer 
coefficients which may be expected under unsteady state 
conditions. 	This is a result of the conmlex vristion 
of the boundary conditions. 
The en-rgy equation for the flid flow would reoulre 
to he so1ve", with the conditions, 
	
T-0( ) 	1or 	o , 	v= s 	:d 	> 0 
 !'Or 	'- 0 	Y= S 	t -. 1 id 	0 
0= 	i'or 	 S 	I:d 	o . 
irovida te 	pr8tir? c1fi'errxicp, and thfore 
the aocelertion and h•at storage terms, ar1 not too great, 
the theoretical results for Nusselt numbers in steady state 
flow should a; ly in unsteady state, if the boundary 
conditions are the same. 
This means that in the case of a circular passage 
in a contra-flow regenerator, where at all times after the 
initial heating, the temprratures along the -all will be 
approximately linear, but not !niforlrl, the theor"tical 
ri 
Nusselt nurriber should o 	 t c lIre 
This was assumej by COX. 
2. 1i1AT TkANS?EXPERIit2iT3. 
The particular problem of d'termining hat transfer 
coefficients in unstedy state heat transfer in regener*tors 
was one of the items of the GNRAL DISC .SSION ON HFA? 
TRNSFEE, 1951. 	Iii-re Professor Saunders expressed the 
following preferred order of attack, 
steady state measurement, 
cyclic opertion, 
single blow method. 
The steady state method is possible in a sing]e flow 
passage and the results for a cir"lar cross-section are 
well known. For the t',.pe of mtrix, most likely to be 
used In future regenerators, this method Is not practicable. 
Regenerator packings may be of several types - loose 
solids, wire gauze, expanded metal and flame trap material. 
ny packing which results in irregular flow passa-es is 
outith the compass of tLia discussion. 
Single Blow Tests by JOHNSON. 
JOHNSON experi .ented with flame trap material or 
triangular cross-section passages. He employed the single 
blow method, and the method adopted here, for obtaining 
vaLues of heat transfer coefficients from the th'oretIC9l 
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calculations, follows his method fairly closely. 
His tests were made with a matrix, uniformly cold 
initially, through which hot gas was rsed. 	is 
experimnta wer3 within the range, IC),-- Re < 200 
For this flame trap materiel he iiot.irl r , t-n( ,,mn(,-y for the 
values to boome constant at Nu, = 2 , at Re fOO 
With trils particuiHi' 	1for.. Initial mtrix tr 	ra ure, 
it cannot be expected tnt Nu v±J.l reach the theoretical 
value assu:nIng unifora r'r i"t 
passae length, viz. Nu = 307 . ( 
value f or a circular passage). 
o1ic 0 p.3r:.tioji Tests bX QO.X. & 
In t.se tests a similar tjpe of flame trap material 
was used in a contra-flow regenerator. 
By determining first the regenerator efficiency from 
experiment, and comparing this with theoretical valus, which 
had been corrected for the duration of blow period nnd the 
tvj, ui 'U1 	' Aii t te direction 
o; 
From his results, Cox concluded tit t1lio Nusselt 
number, which is a combined value for heatinr and cooling, 
vi' with 	yncids nur, t -' ordin - to the r1 tionship, 
Re 
= 24 - OI2 	
(1.1) 
iscse _ 	 1 e is, j1. IuL&4tfl, a result 
of the entry length 	 The value of 2.4 is about 
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20% less than his accepted taooretiral value for laminar 
flow in a triangular cross-ection tnige with uniform wail 
temperature gradient, i.e. Nu = 307 
These experiments were carried out i t-• rn,40<R e 4OO, 
for two different v1s of t; ratio 	, I.e. 
approximately 0.2 lid 0.4. 	Ne s1r1fiecrit c1fe - erjce 
betwesn the results obtained for tests with these different 
ratios seems to have appeared, 
iperi.nts by uL.S1J, arid i,y LiND 	d DOiY. 
Other experi ,e±ts cr. r'-:enrator un r-:lar pas-ages 
have been carried out by GLASER and also by LUND & DODGE. 
In both of these sots of exp-rii.ents, Frauki packing was 
employed in prctical contra-flow rgenerators of the ty e 
used in gas 1iuefaction proces. 	This particular 
packing is coz.o8ed of diagonal corrugated strip without 
any 1it rmodi&te flat a ri, &s in flame trap matrial. 
G1aer adopted cc1io operation but determined heat 
tran;fer coefficients based on the arithmetic mean temperature 
difference as indicated in Oqfl. (6.10). 
In the Lund and Dodge experiments, single blow operf'tion 
ilt 	ij1: taien fo the ci 11 v. only. 	Here 
t 	. 1N1 	V-i1 iesr-ie 	:tThe1. 
Con: .erits. 
ini..i ':.rix 	.; :'.-dro 	 L.toii Jifiers 
in the sxperimints of J0E10N and of COX, their results 
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ca;aiob be ooipared. 	It must be noted that in both 
thee cases, experixaents were carried out under practical 
temperature conditions and the high temperature differences 
across the flow cross-section must influence the values 
obtained. 
The arithmetic mean temperature difference net od is 
very limited in its ap1ication, and It seems that itt. 
merit lies in the correlation of experimental results. 
In the experiments of GLSTR and of LUWD & DODG!, this 
would have been improved if the Nusselt number had been 




The particular conclusions which can be drawn from 
this investigation of unsteady 
circular tube ara presented in 
these results show none of the 
obtainet by COX or JOHNSON, 
continuation of this work must 
of the beat transfer at values 
state heat transfer in a 
this chapter. 	In -enera1 
characteristics of results 
The next step in the 
th.refore be the investigation 
of Reynolds number below 1000. 
Circular Cross-section - Sigle 131w, 
From the experiments carrid out, the following 
conclusions atply within the range of laminar flrv, 1OOO< 	2500  
for a c1rular tube 
With unsteady state heat transfer and moderate te - ;perature 
gradients across the passage cross-section, the heat transfer 
ccnditions and Nusselt numbers are approxiately the same 
for both heating and cooling, provided that, 
(1) the form of wall tempeture dietrib tions are 
sii].ar, 
(ii) the fluid temperature profile is at no time 
reversed along the passage length, as a result 
of the simultaneous heating and cooling of the 
rail at different positions. 
It is also shown that, oic' the tubp h a an 9.-rroximate1y 
- 7' - 
uniform tem"er'tur 	Tjt the Nusselt number exceeds 
the value of 
48 
'II theoretically predicted for steady state, 
the difference to some extent being due to the effect of the 
entry length. 	The Nusselt number does vary until such 
time as this tube length temperature Fradient is attained 
and therfore it is to be expected that because of its 
lower initial value, th2 overall value will not 	a high 
ia that for the steady sta' case, which has a wall tenperature 
distribution similar to that at the end of the blow period. 
If the wall temperatur" distribution is initially 
uniform, the heat transfer coefficient increases with time 
to a constant value which is aproxiuiately 30% above its value 
iiinediately after changeover. 
The method of oa].ou].atin: tit--e Nu ai n on 	a 
of arithmetic mean temperitur .iirence 1rs on cvrtr:e 
in the comparison of steady and unsteady state cases 
where both have uniform initial tube tenperatureg. For 
the unsteady state tests it is shown that by extrapolating to 
zero tiie, with this initial te'ipertre distribution, the 
values for hecting and cooling are coincident and agree 
with those for steady conditions, sensibly with no free 
convection. 	An advantage of t}iis particular method is 
that the theoretical predicted results, with whiab the 
experinental ones aree so well, include the effect of the 
entry length. 
- rjj - 
rt 
For countorf1ov rerators with parallel uniform 
passages, it would appear, rrorn theortioa1 considerations, 
and also from the experiments carried out on a Angle tube, 
that the heat transfer coefficient applicable, is approximately 
the value given by the theoretical calculations for steady 
state heat transfer in a passage with uniform temerature 
gradient along its length. 
That thesp vatues wcrc not obtained by COX for low 
values of Re , may be a peculiarity of low Renolds number, 
or may be d te tu the Influence of the high operating temperature 
diffefences, the equivalent diameter of pas3age, or the 
reversal of gas flow in the pages. 
It can be predicted that whilst eqns, (6.1) and (6 9 2), 
may give attractive values of regenerator efficiencybr 
parallel flow operation undcr certain ccnitions, these are 
likely to to partly reduced by the low Nu values which 
would apply during the cold supply period, 
In parallel flow regeneretors there are tiis when 
the wel'. tr:'pereture distribution is uniform. 	In this 
case ti 	value could be found from the analysis of 
Graetz cr low lus of the Graetz number or that of 
Leve 1 ;e for high values. 
Analytical Solution. 
An expression for the fluid and Wa].l temperatur's during 
-7F- 
u.nt" uy tte heat tr.: , -s bru:n obtained, oonsicering 
the thermal conductivity of the tube matcria]. to ! zero in a 
direction part - 11el to thet of tho gee flo', end infinite in 
a direction normal to tht of the gas flow. 	The bounrary 
conditions required for th' evaluatioT, of thir exrrsion are, 
the form of vriation of ti' - p'ea inlet teperature 
rith time, and 
the wall temperature distribution at the origin 
of the unsteady state heat transfer process, 
This calyttcal method is very suitable for d't'rmtning 
tenprraturer for siali values of the non-dimensional 
t:is, 	A , 	re the teerature boundary conditions 
oi t 	O\' fcri, 	ie prct1r 	- 'icstion is limited 
c1; to th ' 	 t'• ç:'oot 	, for which modified 
fnc.tion cf tf fist kind, of ro and first ordor, 
ro 	.Trr1 1 	t17f 	. 
Suggested Dovelopments, 
With minor modifications to the present apparatus, further 
investigations relating to unsteady state heat transfer 
could be made. 
Contra-flow oprttion r1ijr,ht be arranged by rei'rsing the 
conn3otion of the old sujly blower. 	Several practical 
difficulties are foreseen in such an alteration. 
Further modification would enable the investigation of 
unsteady state conditions in an annular passage. 
- 7: 
11vesttgation8 at 	r ±enolds numbers will 
require a different design of aTparntus in which Vie 
percentage heat lose will he reued, 	This improvement 
might allow the tnvestic-.tion of the 	fet of hi-r 
terperature differences. 
In all of these dwe1opxients thr' ff rot of entry 
length will apreer and the necessity of solving this 
problem, probebly surereedes all tile others. 
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APP EN DIX I 
HEAT LOSS CORRTION. 
01  = as i i t t. 	i i;u 	tc 
test sction, 	i:d con-tmt. 
	
10 
ae outlet temprature, assumed 
ILl a. 
Ir'ot1y ;roction1 to ti , . 
i.e. If cL 	 b 	istants, 
Q0 =aZ4-b 
it 	L 	 V:1 1' 	; 
Q Wj2(01 _OJdz 
.Lru. 1 	 qu.  
Q = 
0 	 z 
Title IN t'IIAIS. 	- 
(Al • 1) 
(A1.2) 
	
In 1 tcstc th heat .uarltity, 	 Is  
to be the heat transferred to or from the tube, si Q 
This hrt LiuLt.itity can be epressed in terms oi 
c o r r t;cL ti. .. 	in 	pcuttIori o th forri of  
V -. 
is th duation af tim i: 	Ieh the as ha 
Fiven up en amount )f hst e. ual to Qr 
,L.tiATA: Wlil - : i•. (;]_. 	(1.3) 
7rc. 	an 1 	s j' 	i'i t: 
(+13)2.Eqr(z+B)2 2] 	(4) 
b.O 
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In t 	'-:,Trj- 	 aQi' 2rji 
temperature records by meas urin 	area between the 
inlet and outlet temperatures. 	Q,.. . the heat trans- 
ferred to or .trozn the iatrix, is f. nd from the difference 
in matrix mean temperature, whin}' is assumed to be the 
mean or tb t':c recorded values. 	Z Is the time over 
which Q Q. are measured. 
1t: t - is information, e u. (Al.4) can be used to 
estiinatc C , the corrected time, but in fact a simr lifted 
expression as used generally. 
The division of eu. (A1.4) hi B 2 . ives 
(i+ 	
)2 
cn ic •- :r,nie to-- form 
I~ zLQ'+Q?* Q_Qr]  
h'n tb t - rirs in 	(C/B ) 
rnd (z,3) 
u. (Ai.5.) rica3 to: 
g 2!. z 
tionship for corrected time 
is u1te adequate for these experiments appreciable 
difference between the val.es cC C given by equns. (Al.4) 
and (A]..6) only occur with higher Z values. 
From the measured heat quant'3 of periods of 
2 0 4, 6 and 8 minutes from the instant of chnngeover, 
- 82 
these corrected times can be calculated. 
In this way, a new graph of oitlet temperature 
against corrected time can be drawn as in Fig. 10. 
AP 1 ENDIX II 
ThEOI TICAL AA Y IS FOR GAS AND ALL, TFPFAT'JT.S 
IN UNSTEADY 6TATE CONDITIONS. 
Gas and all Teeratures 
When the following assumptions are made, the process 
of heat transfer between gas and wall can be analysed, 
(1) The thermal conductivity of the tube material is 
zero in a direction parallel to that of th gas strean, 
and infinite in a direction at right angles to that of the 
gas. 
The thermal properties of the gas do not vary 
during the process, nor does the heat transfer coefficient. 
At any instant the temperature of the gas across 
a cross-section of the tube is constant at a mixed mren 
value. 
There is no external heat less. 
Therefore the heat transferred to the wall is eual 
to the heat lost by the fluid, and per unit length, 
i.e. 	hP(O-r) = 	 ( 2.i) 
Also he rate of heat transfer is e .ual to the rate of 
increase of hat content of the material, 
i.e. 	AP(O-t-)= t.1.i 	 (1t2,2) 
If Zp is t 	t.t 
partioa].ar supply first entered the tube, then Z In 
the above 	eition, is 	ti! 	xisred 	.rc., 	t 
when this gs.rst arris- 	t 	 viic is 
being cons idere(. 
Therefore, 	Z = Zp - 
In most cases this term 	may be neglected as hEs been 
done here. 
Th; Lou dary coniItions are 
U 	.x = 0 , (A2.3) 
T0 (c) 	z = 0 , 
NOW writing 	= hF. 
and 	= 	h Pz , 	ts.' 	c 	ations  
M 
o - r 
where 	nu 	are non-diruensina1. 
.0w 	v:riting 	tir- 	•:;1r.-;ios 	cr 	 1 ? 	Lr1.n 
trnf'orr, 	of 	6 	iid 	T 
G(p,t) =100 O(E,) eEft  d 	c1 
:d 	 =LL0r('?) 	
d 	d 	, 
tL' 	X 	lz.tion:i. 
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is found,where 










guItipiin eqns. (2.1a) id (A.2) b e 
and integrating with re 	ct to 	and ) over the 
ranges 0 	t 00 	 00 , 	 1jnr 	 (A2.7) 
nd  
and 
Therefore, fro 04p)oq1 ) T(p,) = e0 () 
and from (A2,10)  
From these two e tion 	 L, 	t, :dllowin 	ircsion 
ct alned 
(1 + 	t) + 
 
- 	 + and 	 P'l, 4 P +cL/  
The inv-rsion tiieorez:i for do.ft1' Lapiree ;rorr 	r'ives 
PI 	
dc471 
c 1-o1 	C2 tk' 
arid 	 C3.p( (4$L 	 ii 
i-() 	 I ir(c)e 
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wii're C 
, 	
, C3 , and C4 are real numbers sufficiently 
large to ensAr' tio, cnverence ef the integrals. 
In this way from ens. (A2,11) and (A2.1), 







/ c (;fc4L4) 
()+ 	(p)• e*dp 	
A2.l4) lrrj 
C  3 	1 
These integrals wen evaluated as shown at the end of tL is 
appendix by substituting eqns. (A2.21) and (A2,24) in 
	
e.u. (A2.25), dive the fo.!owing expressions for 	and T • 
= ed)e 	/9;( 	[2/.J] c/ 
+jT4)e°' 1 f2Je)J c/ce] 
'y 	trj, 
 [21~(i 	c!o( 
a 
CIO( ]  
:L o (x) and 11(x) are iaodifld Bessel functions of th• 
first kind of zero and first order respectively. 
It has been verified that thse eqns. (A.15) and 
(A2,16) along with the loundary conditions, satisfy 
•qns. (A2.1a) and (A2.2a). 
Evaluation of 
In 	vai ton or 	 it ':; f( 	6 
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convenient to rearx-nge part of equ. (A2.15) as follows 
[2)I ] 
La. e*Th. ef eVTfzvjv] 
	
= e 	 ______ 
/ 
It is noted that, since 
I 2 	________ r, 2vJ 	i) * 	
I  I.r(2) 	I fl( 
then 1,f21 	- 	 V 	0as 
FV- 
iva1ation oi .Lri irals oi 	uttio 	(A2,13) and (i..14). 
Ecns. (A2,13) and (A2.14) contain integrals which 
must be evaluated in parts. 
Ccisidr 	rs 
e *? 
-47r / ~- 
2ff  f 	To L 	 Z;~i 18) •






e 	,'+' 	( 
Tnis is one of th 	tab 1rtd Lm1n'' t rt oris, 
using the trii. eration  
1
0 	. 	
- 1 , and 
noting that t1 	1in' 	C, 	in 1: i: 	 :forms 
into the line , 5=2t (c,) 	Cs say, in the S-plane, 
part or this itra1 of eu.  
dp - e  fe2P
c1-' 	 2rr' 
 
= 	 (2)  
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The inverse tz'arn3loriu CDJving this reslt was obtained 
from GRAY, AAThEMS and AACROJERT. 
10 (x) 	J0(ix) is h:e modified Bessel Function of 
t 	Of Z:JrC )rd x. 
nd 	rr the Laplace Transforms 
or 	T0 (2fj) 	and T. 	r':ct.volr. 	The 
of 	'.1) 	ror, r).ees to } - e 
product of two Laplace Transforms. 
Fro , t Faltung theore, therefore, 
P 	e 	 t (2 doe 
• 	(A2.2l) 
hotrning to . rn. (,13) and (:.l4), next consider 
(.(LJ C2 +H.J - 
/ 	dd 	 (A2.2) 
Froni t1i s'muitry of p 	i 	 i;1 	 r?rp1 en' 4 
it is se'n t'at 
Q= 	 (i.23) 
i)i.trerentiotin. 	..• ( 	. 	) n'n tIs tnt C; r1 si::n, 
C(? 
 dQ..  
d 
ef ()e (2 	d + 	D0 ()e To 
____ 
doe  
- _eOo()ef*F)jd +e() 
J6 19-(-I)e -~f2F~4- —  (A2.24) * e 	 L .4 1, 
- 	 - 
From ems, (A .23) mnd (r2,24) 




Constdration of eqns. (A..13), (.2.18), (A2.25), shows 
that 
- P+-Q dQ 
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APPENDIX III 
PRESSURE DROP AT &IMY TO TEST SECTION 
In the isothermal steady flow case the entry 
section of the apparatus can be considered as shown 
11 	21 	31 	 4 
SPJARC 	
Otrr 
ST 	CTloil 	 INNER TEST SEC7- ,o,.4 
As the leading ege of the inner test section is radiused, 
there is no abrupt change in flow cross section. 
The cross-sectional area available for flow 
contracts to a minimum at 2 and remains constant for 
the remaindr of the length. 	At 2, however, the flow 
will not have develped its parabolic velocity distribution, 
and this øundition will not be reached until some other 
cross section 3. 
Assuming the conservation of rn chanicai. energy 







where Keb is a dntic energy correction factor which 
takes into account non-uniform velocity distribution 
(KAYS). 
Aj 
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Static pressures are assumed constant over the 
cross-section. 
Thervfore, pressure drer at entry 
-




= r lTYKeb - keb, Cr 
2 
v:1ier e 	a- 	A 3 	 ', = contraction area ratio. 
	
A t 13 M3 
This 	 drop Is in addition to thrt d;(- to the 
viscosity of the gas. 
Val ue of Kinetic &lergy Correction Factor. 
To evaliate equ. (A3.3), the values of the coefficients 
and Keb 3 err' rnuired. 
For v cir(-. 1tr flow cr0 -ct1on '!jth 11nar flow 
Y. = 	= 
ke 3 	200 	 (A3.4) 
With steady isothra1, fully-d'3ve1ped lanilnar 
flow, assuming incompressible fluid, the velocity 
distribution at any cross section is given b: the 
expression , 
2 
- I 	= 0 	 (A3.5) 
C) UJ2 	 /41 d 
Vnere 01  can b assur 	constant as in t is case, 
dx 
the solution of the equation can be obtained for a square 
cross-section by relaxation methods. 	The resulting 
— 92 — 
velocity distrib.tion is shown In Fig. 14. 
A$'sumIn4g then, that in any small square 
Q,2+ 	 2c 	 (A3,6) 
wh•r c, h, a and d ar contsnta, the values at the mid 
point are obtained. With these values as the mean for 
each square, then 
<eb 
= 	 160 	 (p3.7) 
Therrore, th' substitution of thesc. va1.es for 
Keb3 and Kebi, in equ. (A3.3) gives the value for 
press re Iro7p at entr:i to tb. tt  section, 
2 
P'V 	 \ 
(2.0_ 16 a-
2 
 I 	 (3.8) 
2 
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APPENDIX IV 
CALCULnTION OF D'HIUTAL ErT.PT TH1SFF 
CQ: 	IUI 'NT 
When this tube, with its known initial teimperature 
distribution is either heated or cooled by a gas whose 
temprature is also known, the oitlet gas temperatur will 
vary in the manner of Fig. 10. 	Provided that the gas 
flow is constant, the gas temperatures can be exrressed 
in terms of g and 
Generally the terupratures used in these calculations 
are r .uceu temperatures so that the r' uced gas outlet 
I r 
tei.riature is 	 .'L rc 	= es) outlet temp. 
air) 
o 	 rriaan gas) inlet 
T 	initial mean 
utiii temp. 
C1csr invrtintjon of the retlo  
that  
ML 
which is indepenA:t o  tie 1iet transfer coefficient, h 
Thrfore, for any point in the exp rin.t'i eir've of 
Fig. 10, the corresponding values of 0 and 	nre 
known. 
From the theory of Appendix II, for known boundary 
conditions, i.e, thos of the experiment, values of U 
for a range of au 	values can be calculated, and 
- 94 - 
curves of 	aai.nst 	fOr .ixe 'rn 	of 	can be 
drawn. 	Figs. 11, 1?, Find 1, 'iv'Fots of th - se curves 
for venous boundary conditions. 
The final calculation depends upon finding the 
value on the theoretical curve for a particular 
WiiiCfl ha s t.r'.€' 	P vn .1P for 0 as tbe ex rI ental curve. 
Once 	1.. -A is kiovi, h can he d - t riined. 
Specimen Calculations. 
Test F.2. Single 13lw - Hot Surply. 
Weight 01. air/mm. = 0.0472 lbs. 
Air flow rate, G 	0.577 lbs/ft2 .sec. 
Mean tube initial temp. = 790?. 
i1oan air inlet temp. ( 	O. 'c'mi ?u]e) = 1650 . 
Reduced temperature = 	= 
/45-73 86 
Recorded temperatures in OF are shown in Fig. 6. 
For corresponding reduced inlet and oAtlet temperatures 
see Fig. 9. 	(This o.itlet temp, has not yet been 
corrected for heat losses). 
Mean temp. for proprty values = 1320F. 
1.31 x 10 5 lh/ft.sec. 
and Re 	Gd 	0577 X 12 	 /S40 
131 ,c to 
X-seotionul area of t u'Lt wiiCh is heated from inner passage 
Ir - - J._) 	- 0.52 )  
.0535 ins2 
- 95 - 
.*.Total wt. of tube heated from inner passage 
72 x 0.0535 x 0.323 
= 1.242 1b8. 
.. Water equivalent of inter portion of tube 
1.°42 x 0.095 	0.1181 }3.Th.U/°F. 
The £o1..owing heat quantities in .Th.de are found from 
the actual test record, by planimetering etc. 
Luration of ti; 	from changeover 
11PL/_1-E S 
2 4 u 8 
heat to tube in total time 	Q1. 1. .07 4.14 4.96 
ieat from gas In total time 	Q 1.69 3.29 4.72 6.04 
neat loss in total time 0.04 o, ?2 0.58 1 1 08 
ieat lost 	as 	o 	ot. 	to 	bfoe .4 7.2 14,0 l.8 
Assume a flat trrisfer ooefficint 	3(3P.6 x iO 	BThU/ 
ir'e.In' °F. 
_A = 1PL = h. PL 
total suri c' ares PL = iT x 0.5 x 72 = 113 in'. 
G4 = :.0472 lts/ 'LiL. 	0.000787 lbs/sec. 
Cp =).4 b.Th.U/lb. 
issumed non-dimensional length Is 
A - 38.6 x l0- x 113 	2 31 -I'- - ),,00787 x 0.24 
on di 	i'.ai 	 1 z 
M 
for asaraoi non-di.sion1 time 	 fi 
- 96 - 
Z- N - 	_- 	1 	 = • 52rins. 
hP 	72 	 38
__
,6x10 1 x7rxO.5 





anu similarly, for Z 	2 	4 	6 	8 	nuns. 
corrected tie , ~ ' = 1.95 3.73 5.25 6.58 	ins. 
From these values a corrected outlet term rature curve 
can be redrawn as skxwn in Fig. 10. 
A table of values of 0 corresponding to different 
v1 	 dr'n u ffci Fig. 10, since A' 2.31. 
Cc r: riso!i of th' - se 0 v3Les with tho 	of the calcul ated 
curves of Fig. 11, will give values of -A. which contain 
the expr* eritni heat transfer coefficient nrid not the 
88uri 










icat 	los s.  
o rr e Ct Ion 
0.7 1.61 '1.3 0 0 4Y .35 5,6 
0.6 1138 k.j , 	5 0.362 3.3 4.35 
0.5 1.15 5.1 ').';OO .4 ".0 
0.4 1.d2 4.17 0,50 3.2 3.45 
013 0.693 3.13 0.205. 3.0 3105 
0, 462 Y.09 0,167 .3 2,82 
0.1 0.31 1,05 0.130 2.55 2,57 
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Eoi a 	rva of A 	nint , 	cirve i 
extrapolated to the veil at 	0 
In this ca:3e,A 
• - 	x d.6 x 10 	38.4 x 10 k .Th.U/sec.1n2 °F. - .31 
= 4.00 x 	B. Th.U/sec, ft. 0F. 
N 	1$.x10xO,5x].2 = 5.0 
4. 	x 10' 
t.t 4 = .z, A=.o and .. 	65 
This proce ure is exactly the same in the case of cold 
supply, the cnky difference arises in the choice of 
th'oretioaJ. curves. 
In the particular example chosen hire, the inlet 
t. 	1T.Ur. v:i 	olil.y sli T:tiv at the b'ginn1ng. 
Ti3 I ;r 	-: N u 	 iht1y to give' N v 	8, at 
T - 	of 	trttoI:tjon c&n L of 'set to 
certain eitorxt by arpl:-in equ. (4. 15 ) directly to 
the temperature tit .,, 0 • 	This hs be'n use'd in every 
case to cheek the extrapoeted ve'1;e of A qt 	=0 • 
A?PEM)IX V 
FORM OF NUSFLT NUMBER FOR UNSTEADY 
- STATE HEAT TRANSF ER. 
Dimensional analysis of the steady state, for h 
the h-at transfer coefficient based on the local rnan 
te-ratAre difference, gives 
C/ 
J(Re ,1 r ) 
or 	Nu = f (Re, Pv-) 
In the unste&dy state case, ie 'vater eqiiva1nt 
of the gas and wall will influence the conduction 
of heat. 	These two quantities are already combined 
ror-di n!isiO11ol rto 
vz 
A 	t'lL 
To au. 	for t i.e fact that in this tr ntment the 
Nu vklue used is that which a'p:ied to the wiol length 
t is as:  ii: ici cont)t at nj'i rartjcler x -sect±on 
the rctio 	:l 	tn h inJ eJ - t- s 	will 
also brin the entry length 	7ithin the analysis. 
= ((Rr, 	L,)  
the initial condition Of wall temp'-rature 
distriThtlon may be included as a function of the form 
/ 0 i - -r; ) 	I 
ssrin a lin'ar temPrat1re Jitrii ution. 
supply inlet temp. 
tibe initial temp, at inlet. 
- 99 - 
= tube initial mean temp. 
On tb other hand it may be introduced as a 
coefficient having a different value for different initiaL 
wall temperatura distributions. 	These temperatures 
distribtioris may be classified as 
(I) +ve linear temp. gradient 
-ye linear temp. gradient 
uniform temperature. 
A positive gradient is one where, for Z 	0, 
the gas-wall temperature difference has always the same 
sign along the length of the heat transfer surfce. 
A negative gradient is one in which for Z 0, the 
temp rature difference may have different signs along 
the length. 
- lOp) - 
APP JDI.' VI 
	
ARIHiIC i1i 	1ATIJR) DIFF'NCE. 
Common in steady state analysis, this mean 
temperature difference in Unsteady state, implies a 
position mean of temperature vaues which are already 
means with respect to time. 
It is felt that this is justified by the sensibly 
linear variation of ter.-, -,  rtre with tiri' in the 
experiments carried out. 	 Uzi 
The temp' ratures of the as 






IMLEr 	 O(JrL.ET 
LENGTH. 
positions are thown alongside. 
Taking tiae ian val c.s firr,. 
initial tue  
find 	tub ,,-- temp., 	- 
gas Initial terrip.,  
gas final temp., 	( 	(Op, * O,,,) 
Overall mean ris te., 0,  
Total h-at to tL n 	tct1 	- rc 	 Q 
—- (O,0+ 92)] = 9 





(0)Q 	±[(9_i)+(O2 —ra )J 
-L [0, + 02 - 2 	(r2 — 7, 
- 101 - 
From euns. (A6.1) and (A6.2),(JO) 	--r -2-).(A6.3)  
Therefore, heat transfer coefficient br --r-d' on t1s 
ttiDerature difference, 
h 	Q 	 Q 
	
(
- 1 j PLz 	
(A6.4) 
'IL 
Therrore for single now operation, in addition to 
gas temperatures it Is only necessary to be able 
to estimate the initial tube mean temperature. 
Where a heat loss correction is required, as in 




has" Q J 
;*ore 	= u  t aii iean ga 	• 	- ri Z = 0, 
and Z= 
J si:i..1a1' relationship can be applied to a co'd 
supply period. 
The relation for heat exchanged in cyclic operation 
of a rLer1T.rator9 C u. ( . lfl) 
rom 	 PL(&—&.) 
Z. hz. 
can .e derived from equ. (J.5) 
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